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AN INTRODUCTION TO CAMPAIGNING

“Organize the whole state, so that every Whig can be
brought to the polls . . . divide the county into small districts
and appoint in each a sub-committee . . . make a perfect list
of voters and ascertain with certainty for whom they will
vote . . . and on election day see that every Whig is brought to
the polls.”
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Illinois State Register, February 21, 1840

As you read this handbook, remember these points of
general advice:
You are not the voter, you are weird.
■ The average person thinks about politics less than
five minutes a week.
■ 33% think about politics less than once a month.
■ 25% never think about politics.

T

hank You. You have decided to be a warrior for
liberty, as a candidate of the Libertarian party.
You’re ready to pontificate principles, persuade
the public, and earn votes. But what’s the best way to
organize your campaign to achieve your goals? This
manual can help answer that question, and start you on
the road to being a more effective Libertarian
campaigner.

By the time you get through reading this manual, you
will have used up the average person’s quota of political
thought for several years. Add to this the fact that as a
Libertarian, you are the rarest of rare birds.
This is not to say that the average person does not
think about issues. But for most people the issues are
how am I going to make the car payment and keep the
kids safe on the way to school, not who’s in office or
some vague concept called liberty. So listen for the music
the voters are hearing, not just the song you would like
to play for them.

This manual is written with the serious, local level
candidate in mind — someone who wants to win a state
representative or below seat. But the advice and
strategies are applicable to any level and intensity of
campaign. Don’t let the amount of material enclosed
worry you if you are planning on running primarily an
informational campaign. No campaign at any level ever
does everything in this book — no matter how well
financed or how professionally run. But the more aspects
of campaigning that you cover, and cover well, the more
credibility you will achieve, the more votes you will
receive, and the more potential you’ll have to recruit new
LP members.

There are many ways to win elections. TV, door to
door, radio, or direct mail can all be the “best way” — it
depends on the variables of individual campaigns. What is
important is to do whatever you do professionally. Do
one thing well, not three things half-way. One good ad
repeated three times is much more effective than three
mediocre ones seen once.
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There are constants to winning campaigns — they
develop a base of support and organization early, they
target persuadable voters, they deliver the right message
to the persuadables several times, and they identify their
supporters and get them to the polls.

incarnate. Uh-uh. You win elections by out-working, outthinking, out-organizing, and out-spending your
opponents.
And this goes double for a Libertarian candidate,
because of the built-in vote that the older parties have.
Party ID is the single most powerful force guiding the
choices of the average voter. About 60% of the voting
public identifies with one of the two major parties, and
about 60% of those vote that way on a fairly consistent
basis. This means that some 50% of the electorate has
decided who it will vote for before the parties even
choose their nominees. Thus a Libertarian candidate
must get virtually all the undecided vote, or must change
people’s minds. This is a much more difficult process than
merely persuading the swing vote to come your way.

And for Libertarians they must include an enormous
amount of personal contact with the voters. The
campaign’s time should be spent in finding those people
who are already in substantial agreement, and convincing
them to vote for you, not in trying to change the minds of
those who are far on the other side of the fence.
Don’t be afraid of contrast and controversy. The
average person sees over 6,000 ad spots per week. You
must stand out from your opponents to be noticed by the
public. Just make sure that it is in a way that will relate
positively to the average voter.

All this means you must work harder, smarter and
with more money than your opponents. But the challenge
is worth it. Liberty is on the line.

Don’t be afraid to take a firm stand on the tough
issues. On any controversial issue, about 1/3 of the
people will be on one side, 1/3 on the other, and 1/3 in
the persuadable middle. By not taking a firm stand, you
alienate your supporters, fail to persuade the middle, and
you’ll never get the other side anyway.

Thank you again for accepting the challenge.
Shout for Freedom,

Issues and principles are what you win for, not on! A
Republican will believe he will win the race because he
will spend the most money on the campaign. The
Democrat will believe he will win because he has more
door-to-door volunteers and better phone banks. The
Libertarian will believe that he will win because his
philosophy is pure, and his opponents are Satan

Ron Crickenberger
Political Director
Libertarian National Committee
PS: This manual should only be an outline for your
further studies in campaigning. Be sure to make use of
the resource guide in back.
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PREPARING TO RUN

■ MAKING THE DECISION

winning requires at least that much advance planning. The
amount of time before the election should be a determining
factor in what goals you will set for the campaign. If the time is
significantly less than the guidelines above, you may wish to
make your campaign oriented toward party building and
organizing a support base for future winnable elections.

Y

ou’re a good Libertarian, basically grounded in the
principles of self-government, and you feel it is time for
you to do something about it. You’re going to run for
office and show the people of your area that there’s a better
way to govern.

Another thing to consider is how much money you’re willing
to invest in your own campaign and how much money you
think you can raise through the contributions of others. It may
not seem fair, but more often than not, when the best candidate
loses, it is because he or she did not have enough financial
backing to run an active campaign. Running a successful
campaign is not cheap! For example, in a major metropolitan
area, a winning race for State Representative could cost
$100,000 or more, while a winning campaign in a rural area for
the same office could cost $30,000 or less. There are ways to
determine how much you are really going to need, but these
will be discussed in the section on campaign finances. For now
you should consider whether or not you can ask people for
money, face to face, over and over. This ability is one of the
most important attributes of successful candidates.

That’s all good and fine, but before you run out with your
petition papers to get signatures to get your name on the ballot,
there are several things you should consider, beginning with
yourself.
Sit down in a chair, relax and try and look at yourself
objectively. What is your energy level? Do you have the drive to
go forward when it seems that the only one doing anything is
you? Or, are you going to throw up your hands and say “to hell
with it. I couldn’t win anyway.” What we are talking about here
is commitment. If you aren’t committed to continuing,
regardless of the odds, and giving it your very best effort, then
perhaps you are not ready to run for office.
While you’re still in your chair, there are many other things
to consider. Are you enough like your constituents that they
will vote for you? Can you rally a group of supporters for an
action project? Do people listen to your solutions to problems,
and can you handle rejection if they don’t?

Finally, how well known are you, both favorably and
unfavorably? Have you been active in community affairs for at
least the last two years? Do you have any major marks against
you? For example, have you ever been found guilty, or even
been tried and found innocent of anything other than a traffic
violation? Regardless of whether or not the courts say you are
innocent, your trial is a matter of public record and you can bet
your last dollar that your opponent is going to find that out and
use it against you. Again, this is not to say that you shouldn’t
run. It is often more important how you handle a past
transgression when it is brought up (and it will be in a serious
race) than the fact that a problem existed. But you should be
aware that it is very difficult to run an effective, forward-looking
campaign if you have to be defending your past every time you
turn around.

How much time is there before the election? A good rule of
thumb is that for any statewide office you should begin laying
the groundwork for your campaign at least two years before the
election. For any race involving a state office such as state
senator or state representative you should begin at least 18 to
24 months before the election. For any local race, such as
sheriff or school board, begin laying the groundwork at least 9
months before the election. This is not to say that if you don’t
have this much time you shouldn’t run, but merely to point out
that any Libertarian campaign which has a good chance of
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❝ QUOTE/UNQUOTE ❞

characteristics. Go to friends and family and ask for their
honest evaluation in filling out the list. Spend some time
thinking of ways to capitalize on the positives. Spend more time
deciding how you will handle the negatives.

MOST PEOPLE WHO RUN FOR
OFFICE SHOULDN’T.

Thorough research on the district and electorate should also
be started far in advance of the campaign. Drive the perimeter
of the district and tour any areas you are not familiar with.
Determine the age, ethnic and income breakdown of the voters.
Make a list of all the service clubs in the district. What special
constituencies and interest groups are there? Who are the
leaders, official and unofficial, of these groups? What media are
based in or cover your area? Which reporters are more likely to
be friendly to Libertarians?

Every two years about a half-a-million elective offices
are chosen by a vote of the people.
And every two years, about two million candidates
offer themselves to the voting public.
If you passed Arithmetic 1A, you’ll soon realize that
three-fourths of all candidates for public office lose. (the
ratio is much, much higher among challengers to
incumbents.)
And the reason they lose is usually that they shouldn’t
have run in the first place.
They didn’t have enough money.
They didn’t have any kind of base.
They weren’t really qualified for the job
They didn’t even know what the job they were seeking
was all about.
They didn’t have enough money.
They didn’t have a network of supporters throughout
the district.
They didn’t understand “the issues.”
They didn’t even know what “the issues” were.
They didn’t have enough money.
They were ignorant and naive regarding the process.
They didn’t have enough money.

You’ll also need to research the law as it relates to your
campaign. Make sure you meet the residency requirements,
filing fees and any special qualifications for the office. What
must you do before legally raising money? When are the
reporting dates for financial disclosure reports, and what limits
or other restrictions are there on contributions?

BEFORE ANNOUNCING YOUR CANDIDACY:
Answer the question “why are you running?” You’ll need
one sentence, 30 second, 2 minute and 10 minute versions of
this answer. This answer serves as the theme of your campaign.
Activities should relate to the theme. Make sure your answer is
relevant to the voters in your district, not just to you.
Prepare a list of everyone you know, have known or should
know. You’ll need addresses, phone #s and estimates of their
incomes. Include family, casual acquaintances, childhood
friends, and community and business leaders you have met. List
every group you belong to and try to get a membership list.

Jerry L. Russell
“Grass Roots Campaigning” January 1992

Get quality photos made. You’ll need a good head shot to
give to the press, and action photos (teaching a class, helping in
a charity project, etc.) for your brochure.

Well, you can get up out of your chair now. How did you
stack up? If you think your self-analysis has given you a clean
bill of health, then it is time to start laying the groundwork.

Decide how much of your own money you can put into the
campaign. Decide this now and stick to it.

■ LAYING THE GROUNDWORK

Other things to do to increase your visibility in the early
phase of the campaign:

Winning campaigns start years before the election date,
usually before the candidate even thinks of running for office.
The public looks for political leaders who are already successful
community or business leaders.

■ Write letters to the editor, and submit some op-ed pieces.
Call in to radio talk shows.

Tamara Clark’s Libertarian campaign was taken seriously
because she had headed a pro-choice referendum and an antibusiness tax initiative. Don Gorman served on his local zoning
board and held other appointed offices before being elected to
the NH legislature. Your groundwork should include as many
similar activities to increase your visibility as possible.

■ Join as many organizations as you have time to contribute
something meaningful to.

The pre-campaign phase is also the time for research. The
place to start is with you, the candidate. Draw up a list of your
positive attributes. Then a list of your more negative

■ Join Toastmasters and hone your speaking skills. Study
tapes by the Advocates for Self-Government to improve
communication abilities.

■ Get evaluated by an appearance consultant.
■ Find armies and get in front of them. Organize a visible
Libertarian presence at gun rights, pro-choice or anti-tax rallies.
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■ Prepare a list of all events, fairs and parades in your
district. Organize a booth and introduce yourself to the
attendees.

All of these are quantifiable. You’ll know for certain whether
or not you’ve reached them by the end of the campaign. And
that should give you and your campaign team the motivation to
set forth and follow a detailed game plan to achieve them.
Therefore, the first thing you should do after deciding to
become a candidate is to set specific goals down on paper.

■ Attend all the county and city council meetings in your
district and speak out. Also attend the town hall meetings of
politicians in your area and speak up. Ask tough questions of
those in office.

How high should your goals be? Not an easy question to
answer. Obviously, goals which are either too easy or
outrageously difficult are not good. But they should certainly
reflect what you hope to gain in this campaign, over and above
what was accomplished in the previous election. If the previous
Libertarian vote total was 1,000 for the district, then perhaps
your goal should be 2,000 . . . or much higher.

■ Find out everything you can about the office you are
seeking. Study the budget you will be responsible for once in
office.
■ Lead a referendum, initiative or recall. Publicize illegal
actions of an elected official. Georgia LP candidate Larry Bolin
generated hundreds of column inches of newspaper coverage
by bringing ethics charges against public officials.

What if you fail to achieve some or all of your goals? Who
doesn’t? Don’t hesitate to set ambitious goals at the beginning,
and let your supporters know what they are — then adjust them
downwards (or upwards) as the campaign progresses. Even if
you do fall short of your goals, what you learned in the process
of trying to reach them should be a valuable lesson for you or
anyone else who campaigns in the future. But if you don’t set
goals, there will be no standard by which to measure your
achievements, and little solid evidence for application in future
campaigns.

■ Start your own political account — budgeting $1000 or
$2000 per year.
■ Work for a well-organized campaign for another
candidate.
■ Work on a high-visibility charity event. Ideally, be either
the fundraiser or the publicity person for the event. Participate
in a Walkathon or similar event where you raise money through
sponsors. This both gets you used to asking for money and
adds to the list of those people likely to give money to your
campaign.

Should some of your goals be more important than others?
Yes — your campaign might be the first of its kind in your area
(in which case your highest goal could be to build the LP), or it
could be a serious three-way race for election (in which case
your highest goal would be the votes). The goals you adopt —
the number and their priority — are up to you, but regardless of
what you decide they should be, they should serve as
guideposts throughout your campaign.

■ Set up a regular schedule of breakfasts or lunches with
reporters and with community movers and shakers. Let them
know you are thinking of running and that you want their
opinions on issues and on your chances of election. In the early
stages, do a lot more listening than talking.
■ Subscribe to Campaigns and Elections magazine. Attend
a campaigning school. Take a class in fundraising. Read several
books on running campaigns. Get all the training you can,
there’s a marathon ahead.

■ SETTING GOALS
All campaigns should have firm goals — tangible goals,
which can be quantified as much as possible. “Reaching as
many people as I can and telling them the Libertarian message”
isn’t sufficiently specific for the purpose of goal setting, but one
or more of the following may be:
■ Number of votes
■ Percentage of the total vote
■ Number of news stories generated
■ Number of new Libertarian Party members
■ Inclusion in debates or candidates’ forums
■ Reaching “balance of power” status in the voting results
■ Raising a targeted amount of money
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ORGANIZING THE CAMPAIGN

■ MESSAGE, TARGETING,
■ AND STRATEGY

in the district, not registered to vote but in line with your
ideas). Analyzing these lists tells you which Libertarian issues
to stress with which groups of voters.

Y

Let’s say you are running in a district where the LP’s
statewide candidates have gotten in the 4 % range, and in the
best recent partisan race for local office, in a district similar to
yours, the LP’s candidate got 35% in a two-way race. The
district has a Republican congressman but mostly Democrats at
the local level, indicating a large swing vote between the two
major parties. In the 92 Election, the presidential vote totals for
your district were: 36,% for Clinton, 38% for Bush, 25% Perot,
1% Marrou.

our message is the answer to the question “why are you
running.” Your first thought at an answer is probably
“I’m sick of the government taking away my rights and
property. I’m running to dismantle as much of the state as
possible.” While this may be a valid answer, it is not one which
is relevant to the average voter. You must answer the question
for the voting public, not for yourself.
Your message should succinctly and clearly state the reason
the voter should choose you over your opponents. Think about
two winning messages from recent years. In ’92 the Democratic
message was “Clinton will bring change and a better economy.”
Bush’s message was, well, he didn’t have one. In ’84 the
Reagan message was “stay the course, things are better now
than they were four years ago. Mondale’s message was higher
taxes. In both cases, the winning message was the one most
relevant to the voters. Both messages emphasized the winner’s
strength and the opponents weaknesses. The right message
delivered at the right time is a major factor in winning
campaigns.

Your opponent, Sammy Statist, is a 38 year-old pro-life
Republican, running for his second term. He’s avowedly for
lower taxes, but voted in favor of increased property taxes this
term, angering the sizable senior citizen retirement community.
Mr. Statist is an attorney and family man.
You are Lacy Fare, 58 year-old teacher, recently retired from
the local college. You are making your first run at elected
office, but have been very active in the community, as a part
time counselor at the college, and as the organizer of a meals
on wheels program for senior shut-ins.

How do you craft a message that fits you and your principles
and is still relevant and appealing enough to the voters to
achieve the goals of your campaign? Answering this question
involves asking a lot more, and that process is the formulation
of your strategy.

Divide the population into groups expressed as percentages
of the electorate. Decide which groups will be the most likely to
vote for you or against your opponent and estimate what
percentage of each group’s vote you can earn with a good
campaign. Professional polling is necessary to accurately gauge
the degree of support available for the different issues you
might want to address with your message. In it’s absence you
will have to rely on research into how candidates who have
stressed different issues in the past have fared, as well as
newspaper research, knowledge of previous coalitions, studying
previous election returns, and input from early precinct walking.

A strategy answers the question “How will you achieve your
electoral goal?” Facts needed to formulate the answer include a
demographic profile of your district (age, party, race, etc.), an
issues profile (abortion, gun rights, LP vote history, etc.), a list
of both you and your opponent’s strengths and weaknesses
(both personal and issues) and a list of your expected high
priority voters (Libertarian base voters, swing votes, and those
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Lacy Fare understands the problems of both young and old.
You can trust her to protect the right of home ownership, by
exempting senior citizens from property taxes on their home.
And Lacy will fight to protect a woman’s right to choose.

Multiply your estimates of earnable votes times each groups’
share of the electorate. For the district described above, a
simplified coalition profile might resemble the following:
80% of the LP/Perot/Independent vote
(.80 x 26)
= 20.8 total points
65% of the Democrat vote (.65 x 36)
= 23.4 total points
18% of the Republican vote (.18 x 38) = 6.8 total points
= 51% enough to win

Note that this message emphasizes the positive attributes
necessary to appeal to a winning constituency:
■ Lacy Fare cares
■ Property tax relief
■ Pro-choice.
And offers significant contrast with the opponent:
■ He can’t be trusted on taxes
■ Anti-abortion position.

The more categories you include in your profile, the more
closely you will be able to target your message and efforts
toward those voters most easily persuaded to vote for you. You
might want to include subdivisions of the above groups such as
27% of Republican women voters and 9% of Republican male
voters, or 80% of new registrants from the college, or 65% of
the pro-choice vote.

Your campaign theme is the visual representation of your
message. Everything from the type of campaign appearances
you make to the photos used in your brochure should reemphasize the message. For example, Lacy’s brochure should
feature pictures of her in a counseling session, helping in the
meals on wheels program, and speaking at a forum against the
property tax.

When you estimated the number of votes you could win
from the Democrats, Republicans, and Perot voters, you began
the process of targeting. Targeting means determining which
voters are:
1. Most likely to vote,
2. Most easily persuaded to vote for you, or against your
opponent.

■ YOUR CAMPAIGN PLAN
Once you have set the goals for your campaign, you must
decide how best to implement them. A campaign plan answers
the who, what, when, where, why, and how of what it will take
to achieve your objectives. To be a plan it must be written, must
be specific, must include definite budget figures, accountability
for team members, and a time line for all activities.

Individual targeting refers to a voter’s personal voting
history. Do they always vote in Republican primaries? Lacy
would probably exclude these voters from mailing and other
campaign activities, in order to concentrate resources on
Democrats and Independents.

In addition to serving as an internal blueprint for the
campaign team to organize around, a good plan will serve as a
marketing tool, both to the media and to potential supporters
and contributors. You will develop much more support if you
can show on paper exactly how and why your goals are
achievable.

Household targeting is used mainly to economize on
mailings and phone work. If two or more people in a household
fit your high priority voter profile, you stand a chance for more
votes by mailing one piece of mail there than if only one voter
in the house fits your profile.
Group targeting is used to address the concerns of single
issue and ethnic groups. Lacy would want to get a list of prochoice voters and mail to them. Enhanced voter files from a list
broker often give you the capability of pulling out ethnic
surnames for a special mailing. A candidate in a border state
might want to send a mailing on the LP’s open borders policy
to voters with an Hispanic surname.

Your plan should include at least the following:
■ Goals — your specific objectives.
■ Message — the answer to the question “Why are you
running?,” along with your position on the two issues (no more
than three!) that you will stress during your campaign. If you
feel the need to have a written platform on many issues,
produce that as a separate document to be given out on
request.

Geographic targeting is the most used form of targeting. The
other forms of targeting tell you who to direct your resources
toward, geographic tells you where to campaign. You should
spend most of your time, especially in precinct walking, in those
areas which have demonstrated by past performance
susceptibility to a Libertarian message. Indicators of this
include past LP candidates’ performance, evidence of high
swing votes, and yes/no votes on ballot issues.

■ Biography — and personal statement from the candidate.
Never, never, never fudge even a little on the truth for your
resume. You will be caught.
■ District and office history — a summary of the
demographics of the district, description of major interest
groups, analysis of the opponent and his voting record, and any
relevant polling data available.

Once you have defined your target voters by the above
process, you should focus all your campaign efforts on those
voters, so your message might be something like:
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■ Personal and opposition research — a listing of the
positives and negatives of all the candidates in the race.

This allocation can vary considerably from one segment of
the campaign to the next. For instance, in the early stages, 60%
or 70% might be consumed by fundraising, and 25% on strategy
and planning. Late in the campaign, the candidate may spend
50% or 60% of his time on voter contact. But the overall time
expenditure should be oriented to achieving the campaign’s goals.

■ Strategy and Targeting — the methods you will use to get
your message across to the people most likely to vote for you.
Tells in detail how you will earn enough votes to win.
■ Field plan — shows how you will identify your supporters
and get them out to vote on E-day.

The campaign should have one person only in charge of
scheduling the candidate’s time. And it should not be the
candidate. Not only does this give the candidate an out when
asked to appear at an event which does not further the
campaign’s goals, but it keeps the harried candidate from over
committing himself. When asked to appear anywhere or do
anything, the candidate’s automatic response should be: “Please
check with my scheduler.”

■ Media plan — shows how your campaign will earn press
coverage.
■ Budget — how the money will be spent for all the items
and actions necessary to reach your goal.
■ Fundraising plan — who contributes and how the money
is raised.

The ideal scheduler will be detail-oriented, and highly
organized. They must be assertive enough to make the tough
decision to not try to send the candidate to every event which
extends an invitation. The scheduler should be tactful enough
to be able to turn down the invitation without offending the
inviting organization. He must have enough common sense and
campaign savvy to make the decision to accept based on
furthering the goals of the campaign. The scheduler should be
proactive, and create events that further the goals of the campaign.

■ Time line — plots all events and activities that the
campaign intends to undertake. This should also detail all the
steps leading up to each event or activity.
After the plan is written, prepare a summary of its main
points. Use this as your introduction for the complete plan. The
introduction is needed for the external people it will be given
to: media, high-end donors, and PACs.

Early in the campaign the scheduler should go over with the
candidate all of the personal events which must be scheduled
around birthdays, weddings, graduations, etc.

Once you have written your plan, stick to it. Campaigns tend
to produce a euphoric insanity, or “electoral intoxication” come
October, pushing you to change direction on impulse. If it was
good enough to be put in the plan when you had lots of time to
think about it, it probably should stay.

The Campaign Timeline
A campaign is nothing more than a million details. Miss one
important detail and the entire plan is put at risk. The timeline
for your campaign is the road map for your campaign plan. It is
the ”nuts and bolts” of what must be done and when. Detail as
clearly as possible each thing that is to be done. Create your
timeline, working backwards from election day. Begin by
determining all of the things that you need to do for your
campaign. Plug in mailings, fund-raisers, campaign generated
events, lawn signs, whatever tactics are dictated by your plan.

■ SCHEDULING &
TIME MANAGEMENT
Of the many resources necessary for running a good
campaign, time is the only one which is not renewable. With
enough work, you can get more money, volunteers, and
endorsements. But you can never get more time, except by
starting earlier. So a good schedule for the campaign and the
candidate is imperative.

The timeline is broken up into three segments: Early term,
mid term and late term. In the early term you will be building
up your war chest, doing your opposition research, preparing
for your run, collecting your staff and volunteers. In the mid
term you are working on name ID, planning your late term
activities, building endorsements. In the late term you will be
focused on voter contact and implementing all of the final day’s
activities such as lit drops and signage.

A good schedule will be based on the most effective way of
reaching the most voters with the campaign’s message. So the
vast majority of the campaign’s time should be devoted to
fundraising and voter contact
A rule-of-thumb for the candidate’s time expenditure might be:

Example: you plan to put a mailing out to the targeted
independent voters in your district. You want it to arrive on
August 6, the day before the primary election. Your timeline for
this project would read like this:

■ 50% Fundraising
■ 20% Voter Contact
■ 10% Strategy
■ 10% Meetings with Press and Speeches
■ 5% Travel
■ 5% Miscellaneous Campaign Chores

■ August 4: [$] Independent piece dropped at post office.
Red tagged political.
■ August 2: Independent piece stuffing party at HQ. 3,000
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vary widely from state to state. Be sure to include all legal
deadlines in bold!

pieces. 15 volunteers needed
■ July 30: [$] Pick up independent piece at printer
■ July 21: Master independent piece to printer
■ July 10: Independent piece draft copy to layout (desktop
publisher)
■ July 9: Independent piece writing completed

Specific dates would be applied to all items on the timeline.

Preceding year
■ List possible campaign donors and volunteers.
■ Save own money for personal political account.
■ Follow “How to Raise Your First $2,500” from friends
and family
■ Get acceptance of campaign from family, employer
■ Study communications techniques
■ Join Toastmasters
■ Continuing research: What local organizations need
speakers?
■ Subscribe to Campaigns & Elections, and Grass Roots
Campaigning magazines
■ Attend candidate training forums
■ Subscribe to all local newspapers
■ Write letters to the editor for visibility and practice
■ Get past election results for analysis/strategy
■ Attend all Libertarian Party meetings in state to recruit
volunteers and practice public speaking
■ Get wardrobe/appearance in shape if necessary
■ Research all legal deadlines

There are other components which will need to be included
in the project, such as sending the request for mailing labels to
your data-processing person, sending your master list to the
Cass certifier, ordering the mail tray labels from the Post Office,
etc. A million details! Missing any of them scuttles the entire
project, and you would have a bunch of volunteers show up on
the appointed day with nothing to do.
Note that there are dollar signs attached to some of the
items. This is to draw your attention to the fact that money will
be expended to implement this item. The master timeline
should have approximate budget figures attached to these
components. As you work on creating your timeline, note the
approximate costs involved in each. This will assist you in
creating your overall campaign budget. It will also make it very
clear how much money you need to have on hand and when
you need to have it.
There will be many projects that require timelining. As
shown in the example, a separate one for each major project is
advised. However, the details of each project are also entered
on the master timeline. The master timeline should contain all
the components of all of the projects, to ensure that none are
missed. Thus, in the example above. “Order lawn signs” might
be stuck in between “Piece to printer” and “pick up piece at
printer.”

January
■ First fundraising letter/newsletter (continue one a month
until end of campaign)
■ Research for office begins: Constitution (state or federal)
Basic Issues Possible opposition voting history Legality of yard
signs in all municipalities Opposition FEC reports or other
financing reports
■ Recruit campaign manager and committee
■ Get/establish media contacts list
■ Write position papers
■ If federal candidate, file FEC report to begin fundraising
cycle
■ Order voter list from county or vendor
■ File candidacy with Secretary of State
■ Announce candidacy within party circles
■ Hold first campaign meeting
■ Write campaign plan
■ Write campaign budget

The campaign manager keeps control of the master timeline
in order to oversee all of the projects. The person in charge of
implementing a specific project has the timeline for that specific
project. Using the master timeline, the manager can check up
on the person in charge of the project to make sure it’s on
schedule. Personal appearances, which are often outside of the
control of the campaign, are entered into the master timeline as
they come up. Keeping the timeline on computer makes this
much easier, as projects and events will change constantly, and
things are added or deleted.
A word of caution here: Review the master timeline at your
staff meetings, but collect them at the end of each meeting. Do
not allow your timeline to fall into the hands of your opposition!
Destroy all old copies. Do not just throw them in the trash!

February
■ Introductory letter to friendly PACs
■ Begin regular “dialing for dollars” program by candidate
■ Decide on campaign themes/communication/slogan
■ Design graphics for campaign — all art work —
professional, matching message
■ Design preliminary print ad
■ Write/design/produce pamphlet/handout
■ Get map of district and learn it thoroughly
■ Set up two phone lines: fax machine, campaign-only
phone with answering machine; recommend call-waiting &

Sample Timeline
Please note the following sample timeline is generic, and not
all items will apply to every campaign. The example includes
only the major points, not the individual steps of each project.
Most of the items would need to be “fleshed out” as in the
example above. A real timeline could be 10 to 20 pages, or
more. Legal deadlines are included as examples only, as they
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three weeks early
■ Press release to close petitioning, announce successful
signature-gathering and legal status as candidate
■ First order of yard signs
■ Write generic stump speech
■ Attend national Libertarian Party convention

three-way calling
■ Set up PO Box/mail forwarding if desired
■ File necessary forms with state Libertarian Party

March
■ Plan fundraising dinner for May
■ Begin precinct walking ( continues until election)
■ Follow primaries
■ Design skeleton press release
■ Watch for public events to schedule in Spring/Summer
■ Recruit primary-day petitioners
■ Write libertarian-friendly stump speech
■ Initial expenses — purchase: letterhead bumper stickers
pamphlet / handouts PRESS KIT Good photo; enough 5x7s to
give 3 to every press outlet Candidate’s badge Business cards
■ Attend state convention get nomination

August
■ Turn in petitions, issue press release
■ 2nd Wednesday: County candidate’s night; stump speech
■ Delivery of first yard signs to most active volunteers
■ Volunteer’s meeting — get them foaming at the mouth!
■ Letter to the editor: issues
■ Plan Labor Day event/attendance; write Labor Day press
release
■ Attempt to meet with political reporters in-person at their
offices
■ Write radio and TV commercial
■ Work fair booth

April
■ File campaign disclosure reports
■ Official candidacy announcement — send press releases,
press kit
■ Start contacting relevant campaign-related people: League
of Women Voters Possible issues-related endorsees
■ Look into friendly groups for fundraising/direct mail Gun
rights organizations Small business Other issues groups
■ Primary day: PETITIONING
■ Candidate’s daughter’s birthday

September

■ Fundraising dinner
■ Opposition research continues
■ Review this timeline for possible changes!
■ Petitioning continues; set intermediate goals, review
status often
■ Direct mail petitions (coordinate with other local
candidates)
■ Write/send issues or ideas-related press releases — two
per month through August
■ Hold campaign picnic, party, or some other social event
■ Watch media closely for large public events/petitioning
opportunities

■ Labor Day — official start of campaign season for the
press Send Labor Day press release — two days ahead
■ Schedule campaign meetings — one per week through
election day
■ Debate rehearsal: Write answers to 30 issues questions,
closing
■ Debate rehearsal with others
■ Debates begin
➣ Have signs at debates one hour ahead of time
➣ Get word out to supporters — be at debates!
■ Design election-day handout
■ Second order of yard signs (Size of order based on
fundraising)
■ Press Releases — switch from issues-related to eventrelated, two per month through election day
■ Produce radio/TV ads
■ Line up poll watchers
■ Distribute friend-to-friend letter kits
■ Develop GOTV plan
■ File disclosure reports

June

October

May

(Voter registration deadline)
■ File disclosure reports
■ Pick up friend-to-friend letter kits for mailing by campaign
■ Schedule radio ads as funds permit
■ Schedule print ads as funds permit
■ Direct mail to voters as funds permit
■ Tracking polls
■ Order polling place handouts
■ Debates / appearances
■ Early: Second delivery of yard signs
■ Yard signs flood: Target uptime two-and-a-half to three
weeks before election day
■ GOTV!

■ Fundraising car wash
■ Take yearly vacation! Rest up!
■ Petitioning continues
■ Letter to the editor — issues/ideas
■ Develop absentee voter plan
■ Reserve fair booth space for August
■ Obtain location for phone banks
■ Candidate’s son’s graduation

July
■ Petitioning continues — July 4th weekend, especially parades
■ Petitioning deadline — end of month. Goal: Finish two to
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count on raising. If the amount you can raise is much smaller
than the amount needed to win, you may want to consider this
campaign as a stepping stone toward running a winning
campaign next time, and make your plans accordingly.

November
■ Election night gathering
■ Write election day press release — telling press where you
can be reached on election night
■ Tell opponent(s) where you can be reached on election
night
■ Election Day — poll workers, poll watchers
■ Crew in place for sign removal
■ Write/send post-election press release
■ Write wrap-up thank-you letters to donors, volunteers,
helpful organizations, etc.
■ Hold or attend social event for volunteers, and donors.
■ Post-mortem: What went right, what went wrong, what
can be learned

Now draw up a gross expenditure budget.
Make a list of all the things you need and want for your
campaign, and determine the costs. These will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

■ THE BUDGET
Your campaign budget should be based on two factors:
1. How much money will it take to achieve the campaign
goals?
2. How much can you raise?.
If your goal is to win the election, it is fairly easy to get a
rough estimate of the amount it will take to have a reasonable
chance of success. You will need returns for the past 2 to 3
elections for the office you are seeking, and the campaign
expense reports for each of the candidates who sought the
office.

Ballot drive expenses (if any)
Filing fee (if any)
Brochures
Postage for direct mail
Postage for press releases
Letterhead stationary, Envelopes
Reply cards, Reply envelopes
Photographs
Printing other than brochures (e.g. position papers)
Artwork or graphics
Equipment rental
Posters/billboards
Bumper stickers, Buttons
Paid Media, TV, Radio, Newspaper
Radio advertising
Salary or contract services
Office or headquarters rental
Telephone
Special events, rallies, etc.
Voter Files, registration records.

This does not mean that you should have all of the above
items in your campaign, or that you should not have other
items. List everything you can think of, even though you may
ultimately write “Zero” in the budget next to some items.

Let’s say you have 10 thousand voters in the district. You’ve
studied the election returns to find that there has been an
average turn out of 60% or 6 thousand votes over the last three
elections. You’ll need a minimum of 3001 votes in a 2-way race
or 2001 in a 3-way race to win.

When all the costs are assigned to each item in your “wish
list,” the total will probably be far in excess of both the dollar
amount needed to win and the amount you can expect to raise.
Now prioritize until the wish list is pared down to match the
amount you need to win.

Next compare the expense reports with the number of votes
each candidate received and determine the most money spent
per vote, whether or not the candidate won. Multiply the
highest dollar amount spent per vote times the number of votes
needed, and you will have an approximation of the amount
needed to win as a major party candidate.

When setting your priorities for the budget, keep in mind
the specific goals of the campaign. Ask yourself, “Would
spending X amount of dollars in this manner produce the Y
result that I need?” And since voter contact is essential to the
achievement of any electoral goal, you should budget 75% or
more of your budget to direct voter contact.

As a candidate for the LP, you’ll need to add at least 50% to
this figure, possibly double or triple it, in order to make up for
the built-in party identification the Dems and Reps have. You
may need further adjustments to accommodate changes in
population, and for times when the incumbent has run
unopposed.

Once you have prepared the gross expenditure budget, use
those figures and your campaign time line to plot out on a
weekly basis how much money you will spend on each budget
line item. This gives you a timed expenditure budget.

Next, determine a realistic estimate of how much money you
can expect to raise. Use all of the potential contributors lists
you gathered in the groundwork phase, and fill in the minimum
donation you can expect from each individual and group. Cut
the total amount in half to get an amount you should be able to

Next, formulate a timed income budget by placing on the
time line week by week all the expected sources of income.
Having the three different forms of budget will give you a
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what they’re supposed to be doing — and ending up leaving the
important decisions to the candidate.

good sense of cash flow, and enable you to anticipate cash
short-falls in time to do something about them. Good budgeting
makes each expenditure the most effective.

Getting People Involved
Much of the foregoing assumes that the candidate already
has a respectable number of people willing to be involved in the
campaign in some way. But what if you don’t? What if your
campaign is a “pioneer” effort, where you seem to be virtually
the only active Libertarian in your area, and where your main
goal is simply to build up the size and abilities of the
Libertarian Party? Or, what if all the familiar faces in the party
— the “old timers” — think it’s great that you’re running and
might even give you a check, but say they’re “too busy” or are
“too burned out” to really do anything?

■ CAMPAIGN STAFF
It’s never a good idea for the candidate to be his or her own
campaign manager, or treasurer. The functions are very
different, and the candidate’s highest and best use is to be the
candidate, rather than to be forced to make decisions about
where to speak, what colors to use in the brochure, how to
raise money, or how much to pay for a headquarters.
Of course, the ultimate decision in any dispute will be the
candidate’s, and there’s no reason for the candidate not to
participate in important decisions so long as they’re not taking
time away from campaigning. But he or she should feel equally
free not to participate in campaign affairs, because there’s
already a trustworthy campaign manager and staff in place
doing their jobs.

Unless you’re determined to do absolutely everything
yourself — which won’t build the party and won’t work very
well, either — you must find a way to involve new people in
your campaign. And the most important tool you have to do
this is a mailing list of members, contributors, and interested
people which your state party has compiled over the years.

Individual roles in the campaign should be divided up by
function, and should include the Campaign Manager, the Media
Coordinator, the Headquarters Manager, a Volunteer
Coordinator, the Research Director, the Ballot Drive
Coordinator, etc., etc. Remember, these are functions, not
necessarily separate and distinct people. You may not have
enough volunteers to staff such positions. In a very small
campaign, for example, the Campaign Manager may agree to
take on all of the other roles as well. But it is important to
outline each function which needs to be performed in your
campaign, and to assign responsibility for performing them.

Take a look at the list. Chances are you won’t recognize a
lot of the names, and in many cases it won’t be because they’re
people who don’t want to do anything. Most Libertarian Party
mailing lists are full of people who have never been contacted
personally and have never been asked to get involved. A
reasonably high percentage of them can become active in your
campaign if you’re willing to put in some initial hard work
(which will be easier than to try to activate old-timers who don’t
have any time to give you). From the total list, cull the names of
those who live near your city. Don’t worry if they’re members
or merely inquiries.

How do you get people to take responsibility for certain
functions? First, of course, you have to ask them to — but
there’s more to it than that. Most volunteers, even the most
eager, are inexperienced or uncertain about what you need.
Your job is to give each one the tools needed to get the job
done, and that means a specific job description and an estimate
of the time needed. For example, you could approach a
potential Media Coordinator and ask, “Will you be the Media
Coordinator for the campaign?” and leave it at that. Or you
could say, “I’d like you to be my Media Coordinator. I’d like to
send out two news releases per week, hold three news
conferences, and appear on five talk shows. I figure this will
take about ten hours per week — will you do that?” Obviously,
the second approach makes it much easier for the prospective
Media Coordinator to accept because you’ve given him, in two
short sentences, a specific idea of what you need. The first
approach doesn’t give any idea at all.

Now carefully plan an event. Typically, this is a “Campaign
Kick-Off” or similar affair. Take the names on the mailing list
from your area and send them an attractive invitation to the
event, then plan to follow up by telephone.
Remember, you’re not looking for scores and scores of
people. Chances are you’d settle for 5 or 10 good new activists.
So if your net list contains 100 names, be pleased if 20 agree to
show up and half of them agree to work for you. Later, you can
call those who couldn’t attend, to see if they’re interested in
another event or project.
Hold the event preferably in a convenient semi-public place,
such as a small room in a large hotel. Make the room small
enough so that if only 20 people show up, they won’t feel lost
in a giant cavern. Have a planned program for the event;
perhaps a Libertarian film, plus three or four speakers,
including the candidate, who will speak for 5 or 10 minutes
apiece. Have wine and cheese, or cocktails and hors d’oeuvres.
If you charge admission at all, make it nominal, no more than
$5.00. Have a sign-in sheet at the door for the names,
addresses, and phone numbers of the people who show up. And
be sure to have a “volunteer form” distributed to whomever

A campaign in which all the roles are clearly defined and
assigned, and in which everyone concerned knows what he or
she is expected to do, is a far smoother campaign than one in
which everyone is spending half their time just figuring out
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Money gives you communication with the voters. Time spent
on fundraising will enable you to reach more voters more often
than the same amount of time spent in other methods of
campaigning. Fifty to sixty percent of the campaigns and the
candidate’s time should be spent raising money. Unlike
scheduling and other detail work, fundraising is not something
left up to a manager or committee. The candidate must be
involved in a major way. After all, that’s who the people are
supporting. Contributors are more likely to give money to a
good person with a good idea than they are to a good idea
alone. Candidates must have enough belief in themselves to ask
for financial demonstrations of personal support, and in the
Libertarian philosophy to ask people to make generous
investments in their own personal freedom. You are not
begging for a handout. If you can’t ask for money to advance
what you believe in, does it mean you don’t really believe that
Liberty is worth supporting?

shows up which will allow them to volunteer for your
campaign.
You have a specific message to convey at this event: To
introduce and talk about the Libertarian Party, to show how
your campaign fits into the purpose of the party, and to
demonstrate a concrete accomplishment that your campaign
will achieve if it has help. Then you must directly and
specifically ask for the help of the people in attendance. Keep in
mind that most people become active for psychological reasons
— they want to become part of an effort to accomplish
something good and worthwhile. That’s the appeal you have to
make at this event.
To restate in the form of a checklist: 1) arrange for a
suitable meeting place; 2) prepare a simple, informative,
attractive invitation and mail it to your list (roughly three weeks
before the event); 3) call the entire list and ask them to attend
(roughly two weeks before the event); 4) call the people who
have agreed to attend and remind them of the event (roughly
the week before); 5) maintain the schedule and purpose of the
event by making it brief, enjoyable, interesting, and directed
toward the goal of developing new activists.

The only real impediment to your raising the money you
need is overcoming the fear of personal embarrassment. But it’s
extremely difficult to offend a person by asking him or her for
money. This is not to say that the people you ask will
necessarily say yes, but in virtually all cases, the worst they will
do is say no. A surprisingly high percentage will say yes if asked
and asked correctly.

Doing this is going to cost you something in terms of time
and money; renting the room, furnishing the refreshments,
mailing the invitations, making the calls. You’ll probably be able
to enlist the physical or financial aid of one or two of the oldtimers. If you’re truly unable to handle such an event as this,
the key thing is to establish personal contact with the people on
your mailing list and to ask them to get involved. If all you can
do is get on the phone and ask people to come to an envelopestuffing party, that’s better than not making the effort at all.

Fundraising, like sales, is essentially a numbers game. Ask a
certain number of people to contribute, and a certain
percentage will say yes and the remainder will say no (“I’ll think
about it” or “Maybe later” qualify as “no” answers). Therefore,
the ideal way to raise money successfully is not to worry about
people who have already said no, but to concentrate on finding
others who will say yes.

One last point about old and new activists: Once you’ve
recruited a few new faces to help you, some of the old-timers
who were previously “too busy” will miraculously find that they
have some time and will get reinvolved. And, as for new
activists, never get bogged down in worrying about whether or
not they’re “real” libertarians. A lot of them won’t be. But
remember that most Libertarians developed their political
beliefs through exposure to other Libertarians. So let the new
people get active and involved, and they’ll find that their
understanding of libertarianism gets progressively stronger by
interacting with you and your campaign.

Why People Donate
People give money, in descending order, for shared
relationships, fear of pain, or shared values.
■ Your shared relationship donor list should include, in
roughly descending order, relatives, friends, business associates,
your Christmas card list, neighbors, members of organizations
you are active in, candidates you have contributed to, your high
school and college classmates, owners of stores you patronize,
and everyone you have written a check to in the last several
years. In other words, you are going to ask everyone you know
or have known. For these people you will stress the
relationship, not the philosophy, in your pitch to solicit dollars.

■ FUNDRAISING

■ Fear is a wonderful motivator. Al Capone is rumored to
have said, “You can get a lot more with a kind word and a gun,
than you can with a kind word alone.” If you can make
potential donors feel a gun is pointed at them to take away
their property, reproductive, gun or other rights, and that their
life and the future of humanity depend on their making a
contribution now, you will have donations. If this sounds like
overkill, think for a moment about how much money TV
preachers take in and why.

Almost no one likes asking for money. When candidates
decide to run for office, their vision is on the glamour aspect;
making speeches, ripping the opponent to shreds in debates,
and cutting TV commercials. But money is what wins elections.
While financial underdogs do occasionally pull off upsets,
money is the single most dominating factor in the vast majority
of campaigns. In virtually every race that Libertarians have
won, they have outspent their opponents.
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■ Letting people know that you share and are actively
promoting their values will also translate into funds. Singleissue organizations are where many of your long term donors
will come from. This type of appeal does stress philosophy, but
in an active, demonstrable way.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

■ If you can combine all three motivators, you have a sure bet.

Telephone solicitation by the candidate.
Face to face solicitation by finance committee members.
Telephone solicitation by committee members.
Group appeals at events.
Group event sales.
Hand addressed, hand signed direct mail.
Obviously bulk rate direct mail.

Other Key Points

■ PERSONAL SOLICITATION

■ An integral part of your fundraising program is a
“Thank You” mechanism. Every contributor, no matter how
small, should receive a thank-you note as soon as possible. If
the number of contributors is too large, prepare a form thankyou letter (sign it personally) to be sent to small contributors,
but maintain a personal response for large ones.

“Money comes in direct proportion to the amount of time
the candidate spends fundraising. The candidate should
fundraise 3 hours a day five days a week. Fundraising comes
before the chicken and the egg!”
Cathy Allen
President of Campaign Connection, and consultant
on over 80 winning campaigns.

■ The most likely contributors are those who have already
given, and the higher the original contribution, the higher the
next one is likely to be. If you can show your prospect that his
contribution has already made a significant difference, it is
relatively easy to ask for another: “Your $100 really helped get
us on the ballot. Now that we’re on, we need to open a
headquarters and start the campaign. Would you be willing to
double your earlier contribution?”

Facing someone, explaining why the money is needed, and
asking him directly for it will, in the long run, yield the highest
contributions from the greatest percentage of people. If it is
possible to identify every potential contributor to your
campaign and approach that person for money on a one-on-one
basis, you should do so.

■ Always ask for specific amounts of money, and don’t be
afraid to shoot high. A good place to start is with your estimate
of 3% of the person’s income. If you know a prospect has
already given $50, chances are he’s likely to be able to give
$100, so ask him for it. If he can’t he’ll tell you, but he won’t be
offended. Conversely, if you don’t ask for a specific amount, the
prospect will never give as much as he can afford; he’ll give the
least possible amount.

You will need to develop two distinctly different pitches, one
for relationship donors, and the other for shared value donors.
Of course for some people you will combine elements of both.
The themes from these pitches should also be used in phone
and mail fundraising, and, in the case of shared value donors,
should relate to your over-all campaign message.
With relationship donors, you are not out to convert them to
Libertarianism. Play up the relationship instead. Your script
should go something like: “Dad, good news. You’ve always
encouraged me to get involved, to try to make a difference.
Well, I’m running for the state legislature, and I need my
family’s backing. I want you to give me (3-5% of their gross
income, or double the highest donation you know of that they
have ever given to another candidate or charity).”

■ Publicly recognize your contributors whenever possible.
If your campaign has a newsletter, run a list of contributors.
Read off the names of your contributors at events. It’s not
necessary to mention the amounts, although it’s not bad to do
so with generous contributors so long as you have their
permission in advance.
■ Use specific expenses which need to be paid for: “We need
money for the campaign” is far less persuasive than “We need
$400 for brochures” or “We need $1000 for yard signs.” Make
contributors feel that they have made the difference in
purchasing key items or services: “Your $25 contribution will
buy us one radio ad on WZYX.” Donors prefer to contribute
toward visible action items, such as TV ads, or to file a lawsuit
fighting discrimination against an LP candidate. Asking for
money for overhead items such as a headquarters or phone bill
is less “sexy” and is usually a mistake.

A pitch for a businessman you spend money with might go
like: John, you’ve been my doctor for 8 years now, and I’ve
spent hundreds of dollars with you. I want you to know it’s
been worth every penny for your good service. You know I’m
running for state representative. I’d like to ask you to spend
some money with me. Will you write me a contribution of (2-3%
of gross income) for my campaign?”
After you ask for a specific amount, SHUT UP. It is the
donor’s turn to respond. The next 15 seconds while you are
waiting for an answer will seem like an eternity, but keep quiet.
If you talk first after the specific request, you’ll lose dollars.
DON’T say “please give $500.00 or whatever you can afford.”
This gives the prospect an out, and is a big mistake.

■ The more personal an appeal is, or appears to be, the
more likely it is to succeed. The ways of raising money, in
order of their effectiveness, are:
1.

Face to face solicitation by the candidate.
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This sets up the prospect to expect to give, and really
impresses them with your level of organization, also prompting
a donation. Most importantly, it locks the candidate into doing
the calls that are so critical to a successful fundraising plan.

If (when) you get excuses or objections, listen to the donor’s
reasons, and repeat them back to the prospect, if possible with
a sympathetic anecdote: “Yeah, I know how hard it is to send
kids to college. I’ve got two youngsters in private schools
myself.” Then answer their objection: “But just think how much
more affordable it would be for both of us if we could get the
government out of the education business. That’s exactly why
you should contribute to my campaign.” You have answered
their objection in a way that steers the conversation back to
areas of agreement. Be a good listener, and don’t interrupt.

The candidate should be able to call 15 prospects per hour,
connect with 7, and get money from 4. With a $40.00 average
donation you should raise $500.00 per shift from your prime list.

■ SPECIAL EVENTS

Ask at least three times. Use a different hook each request.
And don’t go down too quickly on the amount you ask for. Let
them know what others are giving to the campaign. If they say
no three times, ask once more for an amount that anyone can
give. If they can’t give anything, ask for their advice, for their
time, and if it is all right to call back at a later date.

Group solicitations are the third most powerful. By this is
meant situations such as banquets, cocktail parties, etc., where
a group request is made. These can be tremendous successes or
total failures depending upon the kind of pitch that is made and
the advance preparation and follow-up. Absolute minimum
requirements include a skilled “pitch” person, response cards
and/or envelopes distributed to everyone in attendance before
the pitch is made, and collectors to circulate around the room
picking up checks and pledges immediately after the pitch.

Get the check now. Don’t settle for a pledge, settle for a
contribution. Try to remove any excuses they have for delaying
the donation. If they don’t have their checkbook with them,
ask, “what time tomorrow can I send someone by to pick it up.”
Thank them profusely. And send them a written thank you also,
as soon as possible.

Special events which involve the selling of goods or services,
such as garage sales, bake sales, car washes, etc. can be
successful once people have been drawn to the event and
understand that they’re not there just to buy the cute little
lamp but to contribute to a political campaign. Banquets or
parties which have an admission price far above the cost of the
food or beverages fall generally into this category; again, the
trick is to get people there. In general, you will make more
money for the campaign for the amount of time invested with
other forms of fundraising.

■ TELEMARKETING
Most of the advice for face to face solicitation also applies to
telephone appeals. While you can’t look your prospect in the
eyeballs, you’re still conveying a very personalized request. A
small number of people can contact a large number of
prospects this way; generally speaking, a list of 20 or 25 names
is not an excessive demand for a telephone fundraiser, which
means that four people can contact a list of 100 prospects in
one or two evenings of calling.

■ DIRECT MAIL
Campaigning through the mail is relatively easy — print up
your message, address it, pay the postage and send it. You don’t
expect a return, except in the voting booth.

The candidate should concentrate on calling family, friends,
high end donors, and previous donors. Use peers or other
volunteers to call lists that are “colder.” One good trick is to
use two or three assistants to the candidate during phoning
sessions. The assistants give the scripted message to the
prospects, then the candidate gets on the phone to close the
sale. Never let the candidate call alone. The peer pressure of a
group is needed for successful volunteer telefundraising.

Fundraising through direct mail is another problem. You do
need a return: Money. There are specific techniques which can
be used to increase the return. Therefore, the direct mail
fundraiser must be concerned with the recipients, the message,
the style, the appearance, and a number of picky but important
details.

Here’s a hot tip to combine your telemarketing efforts with
your mail fundraising into a dynamic, coordinated, and highly
personalized program.

It can’t be emphasized strongly enough that direct mail is
the least powerful method of raising money, and it should be
used only if 1) your list of prospects is too large to be called,
and 2) in connection with a telephone follow-up. Even if your
list is too large, you should identify top prospects and plan to
call them as a follow-up to the mailer. But to rely exclusively on
direct mail for funds is a serious mistake.

1. Personalizing each letter with the prospect’s name in the
greeting and again in the P.S. is best.
2. The P.S. will read, “I’ll be calling you next Thursday
between 5:00 and 9:00 P.M. to get your input and advice on my
campaign.”

Why Use Direct Mail?
If you believe a significant source of funds exists among a
large number of people who are not within the personal reach

3. Mail your letters out 50 at a time to be called in one 3 to
4 hour time slot.
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screams, “This is a mass mailing.” An envelope that appears as
if it has 20,000 identical twins starts out with two strikes
against the possibility that the recipient will want to respond to
the message in the letter.

of your campaign, use direct mail to raise funds.
For example: If you are the only LP candidate in your state
or major geographical area, you should send a fundraising
letter to a list of libertarians in that state or area, or even to the
libertarians in an adjoining state or area if there is no LP
candidate there.

The letter itself should be printed, not mimeographed or
duplicated in some obviously cheap manner. If the quantities
are manageable, print your letter to leave space for individual
names and addresses to be typed in over the body of the letter,
along with a “Dear (name).” Again, if the quantity is small
enough to handle, sign each letter individually. If you can’t,
have the printer use blue ink for the signature to set it off from
the black type.

Another example: You or a key volunteer in your campaign
belongs to a group which, while not explicitly libertarian, favors
some issue or position which you also favor. A tax protest
group fits this pattern, assuming that the membership knows
you or knows of you already and is sympathetic to your
message.

If you can’t individually enter names and addresses at the
top of each letter, consider ways to avoid the “Dear Friend”
cliche. One method is to omit the standard greeting altogether
and to substitute a “Memo” format: “To: Friend of the Smith
Campaign; From: Art Jones, Campaign Manager.” Using the
“Dear Friend” is not always bad, but it, again, virtually screams
“Mass Mailing!”

Warning: Appeals to groups who take a libertarian position
on a given issue (e.g. gun control), but where there has not
been any direct personal involvement with the candidates are
rarely successful.

The Team Approach
Consider the possibility of forming a Campaign Committee
on behalf of all the Libertarian candidates in one particular
area, and raising funds from potential sources as a team. Costs
— and returns — would be shared.

The “P.S.” at the end of the letter is the second most read
part and thus the second most important part of the letter. It
should re-state the message of the letter, and move the reader
directly to the reply piece. This may be typed, or you can try a
handwritten message if it is legible, again printed in blue ink.

Be careful before you jump into this, though. You may have
valid reasons to campaign on your own — your stature in the
community, for instance, or another LP candidate who just isn’t
a good candidate (it happens) and with whom you don’t want to
identify. But “teaming” your direct mail fundraising can be a
good way to hold down costs, which almost always have to be
paid up front.

General Appearance
The overall appearance of the entire piece should be clean
and classy. Don’t sacrifice quality in fundraising. People like to
think that you’re worth giving to. So, spend the extra dollars
for two colors, or for a cream-colored paper instead of white, if
you think it helps the appearance.

The Trade-Off

Many of the rules for other printed matter apply equally to
fundraising letters. Leave big margins and have lots of white
space. Skip a line between paragraphs, although the paragraphs
themselves should be single-spaced. Underlining important
words or phrases in the body of the copy tends to make it
appear more interesting, but underlining can be overused and
is not absolutely necessary.

The methods you use in your direct mail fundraising will
depend upon money, volunteers, and the size of your mailing
list. There is always a trade-off between economy and
appearance.
On the basis of appearance alone, the best fundraising
advice would be a hand-addressed envelope on a high-quality
paper stock, bearing a “live” first class stamp. The inside letter
would be individually typed and addressed to the recipient by
name. You (or whoever is writing the letter) would sign each
one individually.

If you can, have a prominent person agree to sign your letter
and lend his or her own personal letterhead to the envelope
and stationary. If your appeal is to libertarians exclusively, ask a
well-known libertarian. If you are mailing to an interest group,
ask a well-known member of that group.

Personalizing Mass Mail
If time or quantity prevents such methods, there are ways to
make your appeal appear to be personal. And the more
personal your appeal, the more effective it will be.

The Message
Asking for money is exactly like making a sales presentation
for a product or service. The letter should grab the reader’s
attention immediately, lead him through a logical chain of
reasoning, and get him with a “hook” (an appealing reason to
contribute). Finally, ask for the contribution. Just as there is
“no tomorrow” in selling, you must create a sense of urgency
and immediacy. Otherwise, the desire to give will disappear
quickly.

The envelope will appear more personal if hand-addressed
rather than labeled. Volunteers can address envelopes for
weeks before the mailing goes out. Similarly, a “live” first class
stamp appears more personal. If you are cutting costs, a “live”
third class stamp can be used. A bulk rate indicia virtually
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“in” words. Write it to read quickly, with two or three syllable
words, with no more than 21-word sentences nor more than six
lines per paragraph.

1) “Grab the reader’s attention.” The first paragraph must
hit the reader between the eyes. The first line is the most read
and the most important part of the entire letter. It should be of
headline quality, if not headline form. One method is to ask a
question which requires an answer. Another is to come up with
a startling fact or statistic which will be of immediate interest,
or to predict some impending disaster if some action is not
taken.

Grammar and spelling are extremely important. Have
someone proofread the copy for such errors. The author should
never be the proofreader.
Length is totally irrelevant. Again, many first-timers are
afraid to write more than one page. This is wrong. Successful
fundraising letters can be one page or twenty pages. It’s the
content that counts. Don’t omit necessary or compelling details
in your letter, any more than you would fail to give a complete
sales presentation.

2) “Lead him through a logical chain of reasoning.” Build
a solid foundation on which to base the appeal. Cite facts and
figures. Create images of future events which might happen if
there is sufficient support. Be persuasive.
3) “Get him with a ’hook.’” The “hook” is the specific
reason or reasons to contribute right now, which you are
assuming have great appeal to the reader. Be very specific.

Unless you are convinced your letter is a masterpiece, show
it to someone who knows more about direct mail fundraising
than you do for comments and criticisms. This thing is costing
you a lot of money, and it should pull a maximum return. There
are professionals who make their livisg writing these letters; as
a last resort, pay one of them to write your letter for you.

There are a variety of hooks. One is to state that the need is
so desperate that your campaign will quite literally grind to a
halt if you don’t get support. Desperation works very well, if
true.

Making The Reply Easy

More positive hooks include the prospect of helping to
support something specific. In the case of a campaign, specific
projects — one or two — can be cited, along with specific dollar
amounts. For instance: “Your $50 will help us to buy 60
seconds of prime time advertising.”

Assume you have written an effective letter, made a clean
and classy appearance, and have convinced your readers to
send you the money you need right now. Make sure, then, that
he has sufficient tools to do so. These include:
1) A “reply piece.” This is the card with the name, address,
amount given, and legal information (if necessary). It should
look like something you can’t throw away, a bill. Use action
colors for the reply card, red, orange, or yellow. Green produces
the lowest response rate. Make it idiot proof! Include “Make
check payable to . . . . ”

4) “Ask for the contribution.” This is directly analogous to
“Ask for the order” in sales. If the reader is still with you by the
end of the letter, he knows that you want money. But, he is
highly unlikely to respond unless you ask him directly for a
specific amount in your concluding sentences. That means
writing, “Send $50 today!” or something which sounds
peremptory, demanding, and downright not nice, but which
must be done.

The reply form should resell the letter. The message on the
bounceback should be an extension of the message in the letter,
and as specific as possible, such as: “Yes, I agree that Hal Smith
is the best candidate for Assembly, and should be heard by as
many people as possible. Here’s my check for
$250___ $100___ $50___ $(other)_______.”

This is very important: Ask for a specific amount and don’t
be afraid to shoot high. Many first-time fundraisers ask for
insignificant amounts because they are afraid of offending
someone. This is absolutely wrong. If you need $50, ask for it.
Don’t ask for $10 and hope you’ll get $50. You won’t. But if
you ask for $50, you may get $10, and you may get $50. In any
case, you won’t offend anyone if you have presented your case
properly.

Note that specific amounts are suggested. Never leave the
amount open. The “(other)” space should be at the very end, with
plenty of gap, in dollars, between the preceding amount and $0.
Also very important is the inclusion of the required legal
information pertaining to correct address, campaign treasurer,
occupation of the donor, and all that mumbo-jumbo which
varies from state to state. Remember that you can be
prosecuted for leaving off this information.

Style, Language, Grammar, and Length
Style is important, but almost impossible to teach. In
general, write the letter as if it were to a specific person,
attempting to convince him to do something.

Sometimes, you can include information on the card which
won’t fit neatly into the body of the letter. Favorable quotes
from the media or from well-known people are examples. Also,
request their phone number.

Language is not so important, except for the “don’ts.” In
other words, it is perfectly OK to use contractions and
colloquialisms if they fit the general tone of the letter, and they
probably should. However, don’t use words which require an
extensive session with the dictionary, or which are libertarian

2) The Business Reply Envelope (BRE). Always, always,
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heavy contributors after they arrive, pulling them off to the
side, and asking them directly for a large contribution.
always, include one. Nothing deters a potential donor like the
lack of a return envelope and sufficient postage. Buy a Business
Reply Permit from the post office.

■ POLITICAL ACTION
■ COMMITTEES

Make sure the BRE fits into the main envelope, and that the
bounceback card fits conveniently into the BRE. This sounds
obvious, but check it anyway. Each BRE will cost you a fee
which is nothing compared to what is inside.

Political action committees are the mutual funds of politics.
They form a means for the small donor to make his influence
felt on issues important to him.

Teasers
Teasers are the words written on the outside of the envelope
to provoke initial interest. The most successful teaser is a
message which suggests that there is a positive benefit to be
gained by opening the envelope. The message should relate to
the content of the letter: if “How To Lower Your Taxes” is
written on the outside, the letter should damn well relate to
that, by pointing out how the LP candidate will take antispending steps, etc., if there is enough financial support, etc.
There is a subtle distinction between creativity and silliness and
hysteria. Before you use a teaser, get a second opinion.

PACs generally contribute along ideological grounds, but
philosophical agreement is not their first criteria on who to
contribute to; viability of the campaign is. They will look first to
see that you are well organized and will want objective
evidence, especially polling, to show that your opponents are
vulnerable. Libertarians have had the best luck with PACs of
which they or their supporters are active members.
PACs should be solicited early in the campaign, but they
seldom contribute until September or later when the campaigns
can be more realistically evaluated. Your first mailing to a PAC
should include your campaign plan, press kit, a report on your
fundraising to date, and a cover letter outlining your areas of
ideological agreement and requesting assistance. Follow-up
mailings and phone calls should stress objective factors in the
race which could lead you to victory.

Overloading
There is always a temptation to cram everything in sight into
your mailer; brochures, statements of principle, position papers,
etc., along with the letter, the bounceback card, and the BRE.
This is usually an enormous mistake, because all of the
miscellaneous information is a distraction from the purpose of
the mailer, which is to raise money. The typical reader will read
the letter first. If he is then tempted to plow through two
brochures and a position paper, he’ll forget what the letter
asked him to do.

■ OPPOSITION RESEARCH
Opposition research is a vital part of the underdog
campaigns that Libertarians must run. Being able to hit an
opponent at his weakest point helps even the odds against
entrenched party loyalty. Opposition research also helps you
draft your campaign message, by showing you where to draw
meaningful contrast between you and your opponents.

It’s an excellent idea, however, to include one insert with the
package so long as that insert reinforces the main point of the
letter. If your letter has told your readers about the wonderful
news coverage your candidate has received, enclose a copy of a
favorable newspaper clipping on a separate sheet — but have
the sheet include wording that will reinforce the point: “The
news media already respects Hal Smith. Help him continue his
effective campaign by sending your maximum contribution.” Or,
if you’re trying to raise money for radio ads, show a picture of
the candidate at a microphone. Whatever it is, if it adds to and
reinforces the message, then it’s worthwhile, but if it’s merely
clutter, don’t bother.

Areas to research include:
■ Resumes. Half of them are lied on. If the opponent says
he went to college X, call the college and check. See if the
Vietnam vet was 14 when the war ended.
■ Voting Record. Are there flip-flops or odd juxtapositions?
Did he, as one State Rep. did, sponsor a bill to exempt rabbit
food from the sales tax, yet vote to keep the sales tax on human
food?

Many of the methods outlined above can be used in
combination. One example is to follow up a direct mail piece
with phone calls to all recipients, or at least to a manageable
number of top prospects. Another example is to mail invitations
to a cocktail party, follow up with phone calls, charge admission
for attendance, and then stage a group fundraiser at the event
itself — this would incorporate four of the five methods, and
could add a fifth method by isolating two or three potentially

■ Attendance record. Is there an empty chair more than
there is a legislator?
■ Issues, to provide contrast. You don’t want to
emphasize an issue in which you are in agreement with the
other candidates.
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■ Your opponent’s supporters. What do they say is his
weak point?

■ Phone calls to undecided voters.
■ Sign waving at busy intersections.

■ Financial disclosure reports. Are they timely? Is he
attacking you on the drug issue while taking money from a
tobacco PAC?

■ Hand shaking by the candidate at the precinct with the
heaviest foot traffic.

■ Vote ranking organizations, such as the National
Taxpayers Union.

■ Sign waving and literature distribution at each precinct’s
polling place, from the appropriate legal distance.
■ Literature drops in targeted precincts.

■ Campaign promises. Are they carried out?
■ Issue papers and literature from past campaigns.

Your GOTV efforts will include:

■ Police records, for drunk driving, assault, etc.

■ A post card mail drop to all identified supporters
reminding them to vote.

On line services, such as Lexis/Nexis, can provide a wealth
of information. They have many newspapers and periodicals
from which you can do a “word search” on your opponents.
Some papers are on line at local libraries. If not, they may have
a hardbound index.

■ Telephone calls to all identified supporters.
■ Precinct walking and literature drops by volunteers.
■ Providing rides to the polls for seniors and other shut-ins.

Court documents are public records, subject to your
inspection. Ask to look at major and minor civil cases, criminal
cases, and tax liens. Check to see if the opponent actually meets
the requirements for the election and the office in terms of
residency and qualifications.

Preventing fraud is done primarily by having an alert poll
watcher at each precinct for the entire voting period.
Volunteers should be on the lookout for the following methods
of voter fraud:
■ Ballot box stuffing with fraudulent votes. This can either
be with real voters that the opposition has developed a means
to manipulate, or with false registrations, such as dead voters
and non-existent voters. In areas with a history of voter fraud,
there can be sizable numbers of pet dogs and parakeets which
are registered to vote, and do so.

Before using your information, make sure you are not guilty
of the same charge. Make it fit your overall theme. If you can
show patterns there will be much more credibility to the charge
than if only a single incident. Build a positive image of yourself
first, then reveal the opponent’s negatives. Never make a charge
without full documentation. And if you are going to attack, do
it throughout the campaign, not just in the final days. You’ll be
seen as desperate and unbelievable.

■ Improper voter instruction and assistance by election
officials.
■ Out-right buying of votes.
■ Recording fraudulent results by election officials.

■ ELECTION DAY
E-Day and the few days before it are the most active of the
campaign. Your Get Out The Vote and election day efforts serve
three purposes:
1. Ten percent or more of the electorate decides on election
day who to vote for. The percentage of last minute decisions
increases greatly as you go down the ballot. You want to swing
them your way.
2. You want to make sure all of your identified supporters
get to the polls.
3. You want to prevent election fraud, more and more of a
problem for Libertarian candidates.

Your persuasion activities include:
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REACHING THE VOTER

■ PRECINCT WALKING

these people is at their homes. Precinct walking is the key to
meeting undecided voters.

W

alking should be a major activity of the campaign,
especially in evenings and on weekends. It is easy,
can be fun, and it is the most productive way you
can spend your time early in the campaign. The best way to
reach a voter is through personal contact. Repeatedly,
candidates have succeeded when they have walked door-to-door,
talking with each voter and distributing literature.

Targeting allows you to walk those precincts that have the
highest number of truly undecided voters. By knowing the
number of ticket splitters in previous elections, we can predict
with great accuracy the number each precinct will have in the
future. There will be precincts where 40% of all voters are
undecided and others where less than 10% will be decided. You
will obviously work hard in the areas where 40% of the votes
are up for grabs and waste little effort where less than 10% of
the votes can be won by you.

Precinct walking is the single best campaign technique for
overcoming the built-in advantages of the older parties. It is not
costly, but it is time-consuming.

Precinct walking is one of the few things you can do early in
your campaign that will have enough impact to win votes that
stay yours until November. If you just give someone a card at a
shopping center during the summer, it is extremely unlikely
that he will remember you on election day. However, if you visit
the family at home, they will remember you for years.

The importance of personal contact can’t be
overemphasized. Think about it: Most voters have been
conditioned to think of third-parties and their candidates as
extremists or lunatics. Libertarians must counteract and
overcome this conditioning, and the best way to do that is to
personally demonstrate to each voter that Libertarians are
perfectly normal people who happen to believe strongly in their
political viewpoint. That’s why it’s so important to establish
non-threatening neighborhood visibility wherever and whenever
possible.

Learn to love door-to-door campaigning. Your campaign
must be built around this form of personal contact. If your
friends insist on showing you off at coffees, schedule them after
your evening walks. If people want to help you, have them go
with you on walks.

Your entire campaign must be aimed at the truly undecided
voters. Most campaigns do not do this. Think about this: Most
campaign hoopla is aimed at voters who have already decided.
The people who hear you speak are already with you or against
you. The people who attend coffees and small meetings are
people you probably would have won anyway.

You should be walking four, five or six times a week. If you
really want to win, this is what you do. No campaign was ever
won by people hanging around a headquarters gabbing. You
win votes one at a time by going where the people are and
meeting them straight on. If you do absolutely nothing in your
campaign except walking precincts you will have a good
campaign.

It is fun to preach to the choir, but you will pick up very few
votes. Also, the people who attend political speeches, debates
and rallies are highly partisan people. Truly undecided voters
are precisely those who are not partisan and who are not
especially interested in speeches or political events. But their
votes count just the same. Far and away the best place to meet
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❝ QUOTE/UNQUOTE ❞

A standard rule-of-thumb is that four man-hours are required
to walk one average precinct of 300-400 voters. That is, a team
of four can do it in one hour, two in two hours, etc. — including
talking to the voters who wish to talk.

“I was elected to the Michigan House of
Representatives by literally walking in. Between April
and November 1992 I personally contacted 15,000
individuals through door-to-door campaigning.

If you have 20 top-priority precincts, then, you may need 80
man-hours. Make sure you and/or your volunteers have the
time to walk these precincts before Election Day.

For nearly a year before the August ’92 primary,
family members and volunteers assembled lists of
registered voters in the district. After announcing my
candidacy, I began a routine of knocking on doors
Mondays through Saturdays from noon to 9pm.
Mornings were reserved for fund raising appointments,
and Sundays were set aside for family. I was able to
campaign full time because I had budgeted enough
personal wealth to pay the bills.

In general, weekend afternoons are good times to walk, as
are weekday evenings (except Friday) before 9 p.m. Early
morning is not a good time.

A Typical Walk
You have assembled a group of 20 people for a Sunday
afternoon precinct walk, and have identified your top-priority
precincts and decided on the message you will use.

Door-to-door campaigning is grass roots politics in
action. Every candidate has their own message; mine
was “Hello, my name is Greg Kaza. I am here personally
to seek your vote on election day. The overwhelming
majority of people told me I was the first candidate to
ever knock on their door. Some did not believe I was a
candidate until I showed them my identification. Several
invited me into their homes for dinner. Only two
expressed hostility: both told me that they were finished
with politics and politicians.”

You have obtained precinct maps (the Election Department
can help you find these), cut them out, and posted them on
sheets of cardboard. You then assign one or two precincts to
teams of two volunteers for the afternoon, arm them with a map
and an adequate supply of brochures, and turn them loose.
Each team of two should divide the precinct, starting at
opposite ends and working toward each other. Each person
should ring every doorbell in his division, and have prepared
some introductory statement like: “Hello, I’m visiting this
neighborhood on behalf of Lacy Fare, the Libertarian candidate
for Assembly.” Depending upon the level of evangelism, the
volunteers might mention something else about the candidate
and her opinions on one or two relevant issues.

Greg Kaza, Liberty magazine, Vol. 7 number 1

The candidate who walks door-to-door can expect a lot of
time spent in conversation and discussions. He should stay in
the highest priority precincts. His volunteers, however, need do
nothing more than walk from door to door saying, “Hello, I’m a
volunteer for Hal Smith, the Libertarian candidate for Assembly
in this district. I’d like to give you this brochure, and I hope
you’ll have a chance to read it.” About one in every 100 people
will want to talk. The rest will be surprised and relieved that
you’re not subjecting them to a long harangue, will smile, and
thank you. But you will have accomplished a key objective:
you’ve proven to the voters you meet that Libertarians are
normal, friendly people instead of a vague threat.

The voter should be handed the brochure, asked to vote for
the candidate, and thanked. Always be courteous and pleasant,
and remember to smile.
Where no one is at home, leave a brochure on the doorstep
and move on.
It’s always good to have one of your supporters walking in
his or her own neighborhood, and sending personal letters to
friends. Assuming this person is known and liked, his influence
and solicitation is likely to carry more weight than the standard
candidate’s letter.

A far less effective technique — but still one to be used in
low-priority precincts — is the “literature drop” without the
personal contact. This is acceptable, but, again, doesn’t allow
the personal contact which is so necessary in breaking down
voters’ allegiance to the traditional political system.

■ COFFEES AND PUBLIC
■ APPEARANCES

Time Considerations

“Coffees” are hallowed political institutions which may or
may not fit into your campaign. They are very effective when
organized properly.

Because neighborhood visibility is so important, you must
work out a Time Budget before you start walking. Precincts
differ, and you will need to adjust the budget after you have
walked a few.

To set up a coffee, enlist a supporter to open his or her
home and invite the entire neighborhood to come meet you at a
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Try to secure a donation of a place for a phone bank early in
the campaign. Any office building with several lines will do.
Voter lists with phone numbers included are available from
most political list brokers, usually for about 2 cents per voter.
This is a much more efficient use of resources than having
volunteers look up the numbers out of the book. You will also
get other valuable information when you purchase your voter
file from a broker, such as voting history and census data.

particular time. Your friend should provide coffee and goodies
(no booze).
Everyone in the neighborhood should be invited, because
only a small percentage will actually show up. Invitations
should be printed and distributed in mail boxes. If you plan
several coffees, print invitation forms to be filled in with time,
place, etc. The invitation should state the purpose of the event:
to meet the candidate.

Your phone bank script should be very simple. “Hi, I’m
calling for the Lacy Fare to State House campaign. Is
__________ home? Hi, _________, Do you have a minute to
answer a few questions? Good. In the race for state assembly,
will you be voting for Lacy Fare or Sammy Statist?” If they
indicate an opponent, record the answer, thank them for their
time and end the call. If they indicate your candidate, record
that as well, and you may wish to ask if they will volunteer,
make a contribution, or at least put up a yard sign. If they are
undecided, read them a list of your main issues, and ask them
which is most important to them. Close by asking that they
consider voting for Lacy. Then follow up by sending them a
piece of relevant literature, and target them for further mailings
and phone calls.

The host or hostess should always follow up invitations with
personal phone calls or visits to neighbors. This will increase
the turnout. Typically, 10-30 people will attend.
Format: There will be a period of introductions, then you
will speak for 10 to 15 minutes, and a question-and-answer
period will follow. A coffee should be a relaxed, personal event,
not a formal presentation.

Candidate’s Nights and Speaking Engagements
There are always Candidate’s Nights, and you should make
it a point to attend. The format will vary according to the
situation. If you are a candidate and receive an invitation to
speak, accept it and attend. Nothing looks worse than an empty
chair where you should be.

■ PAID MEDIA

Parenthetically, it is just as bad not to respond to Candidate
Questionnaires submitted by groups or newspapers. Always
respond.

Repetition of your message is the name of your advertising
game. It will take at least three impressions for the voter just to
begin to remember what you are trying to tell him. When you
have heard your basic message so many times that you are sick
of it, the voter is just beginning to be aware of it.

You should, of course, be finding speaking engagements on
your own, without waiting for an invitation. Various service
clubs, homeowners associations, interest groups, etc., should be
contacted and asked to provide a forum for you. Ask your
friends to get an invitation for you from groups where they are
members. Most such groups need speakers desperately, and will
be glad to have you. If not, the worst they can do is refuse.

You will get more votes by sending the same impression
three times to one hundred voters than you will by sending the
message once to three hundred voters. If you can’t repeat your
message at least three times to each voter, target further, cut
down on the number of voters you are trying to reach until you
can get the necessary repetition.

As always, communicating briefly, intelligibly, and
specifically applies to speaking as well as to writing or
advertising. Stick to the issues.

When comparing cost between different types of media, ask
for the “cost per thousand” or CPM. This is simply the ad rate
expressed in terms of what it will cost for the ad to have the
potential to be seen 1000 times. In general, TV will have the
lowest CPM, radio next, then newspapers, then direct mail. CPM
is not the only factor to consider when planning your
advertising budget. While TV has a lower CPM, radio can be
targeted to a more defined audience. And though mail has the
highest CPM, it can be the most closely targeted, and can
convey large amounts of information where a TV ad cannot.

■ PHONE BANKS
Phone banks and door to door work are your primary means
of canvassing the voters. Canvassing is the process of asking
the voter who they are committed to. Those definitely for the
opponent are not thought about any longer, and are dropped
from all future mailings and calling. Those definitely in our
favor are targeted for the Get Out The Vote effort, but are also
dropped from the mailing list for persuasion pieces. The
undecided voters are where you place all further resources.
Your goal is to contact all of your targeted voters by phone or
at home by election day.
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■ NEWSPAPERS

write the script as if you are talking directly to your opponent,
(“Shame on you Sammy Statist for voting for that property tax
increase that is robbing our senior citizens of their homes”).

Most advertising departments of newspapers are equipped to
help you decide the size, frequency, cost, and even the
appearance of your newspaper ad. Costs vary enormously and
should be determined ahead of time in your budget.

■ TELEVISION
TV is becoming the dominant medium in more and more
elections. It is definitely the most persuasive medium. People
believe what they see on TV, and if it’s not on TV it’s not real.
Being seen on TV creates a celebrity status for the candidate.
TV is usually the most cost effective means of advertising in
terms of the number of people you can reach for each
advertising dollar. But TV is certainly not for every race.

For a typical display ad of significant size, such as a quarter
page, follow many of the same rules as for brochures. That is,
use an attractive layout with plenty of white space, setting off
each point you make. Use an appropriate photograph. Don’t try
to rewrite the Statement of Principles, but instead identify
yourself, your party, and office you seek, and three or four of
your main issues. Newspaper ads establish legitimacy as much
as they send a message. Keep them clear, clean and simple.

When deciding if you should use TV or not, go back to your
campaign goals. Don’t use TV just because it’s “sexy.” If you
can’t target the broadcast to your district, or can’t afford
enough spots to get good repetition, spend your money
elsewhere.

The “endorsement” ad — with a long list of names of people
who support you— is quite effective, especially in local papers. If
you have a firm list of supporters (they should sign an
endorsement card), use this list in a newspaper ad. People
spend hours reading through these lists, looking for people
they know. Strange but true.

Your script is the most important part of the entire process.
In creating it, remember your goal is to persuade your targeted
voters. A clever ad that does not sell the campaign message is a
waste of resources.

■ RADIO

Make a list of visual metaphors for your message. Hands
removing money from a pocket, a giant hand snatching up a
senior citizens home, or a shrinking stack of dollar bills might
all fit an anti-tax theme. Then put your candidate into the
metaphor as the hero with the solution, or put in your
opponent as the devil causing the problem.

Radio advertising, if done right, can be worth every penny of
what you spend. Be prepared, however, to spend quite a bit for
maximum effectiveness.
Costs vary considerably depending upon the station, the
listenership, the time of day or night, the frequency, and the
length of the commercial. Each station can supply this
information and can tell you what kind of person listens, when,
and even where.

When you get your ad to fit into the 29.5 seconds that you
have to work with, take out another 20% of the words you’ve
crafted so carefully. You’ll need the extra space for cuts and to
avoid ending up with a cramped look. Build in lots of cuts,
scene changes and different camera angles. They add action and
make the commercial seem longer. Feel free to adapt another
political ad to your use. There is no copyright on political
advertising. An ad written for a voice over, rather than with
talking actors, is much easier to produce, and hence less
expensive. Humorous and negative ads are the most effective in
terms of being remembered, especially in combination.

Go back to your voting analysis. Determine which areas
might respond to a libertarian message, and what kind of
message. Compare this data to the information you have about
the radio station. For example, if there is a high student
population in precincts with libertarian potential, choose a
station within your budget that students listen to.
The key to successful radio advertising is repetition. The
more time you buy, the better. Be sure to reserve time early,
since many stations sell out their paid political time. The time
you buy should be near Election Day. (Some stations refuse to
sell political time; you should find that out, too.)
The safest format for a radio spot is for the candidate or a
supporter to deliver a simple, clear, strong, comprehensible
message. Always ask for the vote, and always state the name of
the candidate as many times as will fit into the message
logically — certainly at the beginning and at the end.

Advertising firm’s charges for a 30 second spot start in the
$2,500.00 range, and can cost 10 or 100 times that. However,
most cable and many broadcast stations will cut a commercial
for you for low fees, or free, when you make a buy from them.
You are then free to run the ad on other stations also. When
choosing who to use as a shooting and production team, ask to
see their demo reels. If they don’t have one ready, they are not
who you want. You may luck out and find that your local cable
company has a better reel than the pros in your area.

The best approach is a personalized one-to-one appeal from
someone who is perceived to be a real person, not a studio
creation. Ask the listener questions to grab their attention, with
the answer being your campaign message. One good trick is to

Shoot at least twice as many takes of each scene as you
think you need. Do it over and over and over. You’ll have to
push your actors and camera crew, but it will be worth it in the
studio when that cut you thought was perfect is a quarter
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able to use different lengths of stories.

second too long. Try doing a rough production cut at home on
a pair of VCRs to save time and money in the studio.

Write to be heard. And write your release exactly as you
would like to see it printed in the paper. Very often it will be, if
you do a good and reasonable job. Don’t write a four page
release if the paper can only be expected to print three
paragraphs.

Buying TV time can be somewhat complicated, but you
should know these basic points. As a candidate you are entitled
by law to the Lowest Unit Rate (LUR), the lowest rate that that
spot has sold for. At most stations you are also entitled to an ad
agency discount of an additional 15%. But you will usually have
to ask for both of these rates. In asking for the LUR you might
want to get on the salesperson’s good side by mentioning that,
as a Libertarian, you believe they should be able to sell their
ads for whatever they darn well please.

Most reporters and editors are busy (and sometimes lazy)
people. They do not wish to rewrite your release, and the
chances of getting your release used by the media are
proportionate to its correctness of style, structure, and content.
Fortunately, mastering style, structure and content is easy.

Rating points are the percentages of TVs tuned (not
necessarily turned on) to a specific show. Judge the true value
of an ad by dividing it’s cost by it’s rating to give you a cost per
point. The stations can give you ratings as well as ad cost. They
will also tell you which shows are most suited for your ideal
voter’s demographic profile.

Always Include . . .
■ The name of the organization issuing the release;
■ The name of the person responsible for the release;
■ A telephone number where that person can be reached;
■ A statement of when the release should be made public (it
will be “For Immediate Release” nine times out of ten).

Look for bargains. News adjacencies, the spots right before
or after the news, can be half the cost of commercials aired one
minute later. There may be an election special news show the
Sunday before E-Day with very low rates.

Format/Appearance

Always make sure that your spots are run. Set VCRs or have
volunteers make sure that the spots went on as paid for.

A news release should be easy to read. If it isn’t, it won’t be
read. Therefore, always double space; always leave big margins
around the copy; always indent paragraphs well in from the
margin — about ten spaces.

Once you determine the cost of newspaper or electronic
advertising, you can use this information to solicit donations.
People are often willing to give money specifically for the
purpose of buying advertising, because the “big time” aspect of
it appeals to them. Try it.

Also: if the release is more than one page, staple the pages
together, and indicate page numbers. Use a standard designator
to indicate the end of the release, such as “#,” “-30-,” or “End.”
Type “MORE” at the bottom of each page to show that the
release continues on the next page.

Style/Structure

■ EARNED MEDIA

If you have never written a news release before, or if all of
your previous ones have been lousy, take a look at a number of
news articles from your local paper. Read them for style, not
content. Note that all news articles are written alike; they all
read the same way. Remember that if your release doesn’t read
like any other news release, the reporter or editor will have to
rewrite it. He doesn’t want to rewrite it. So he probably won’t
use it.

THE NEWS RELEASE
News releases are used to notify the news media of an event
that has happened or will happen. These events include:
meetings, announcements of candidacy, staged events, actions
of LP groups, and comments on current events by LP leaders
or candidates. In short, anything which could be of interest to
someone outside the LP is a possible topic for a news release.

A news release is not a short story. It does not have a
beginning, a middle, and an end. Instead, it follows a specific
structure known as an inverted pyramid.

Prepare a Media list. The easiest source is the local Yellow
Pages under the headings: Newspapers; Radio Stations;
Television Stations. It’s desirable to send your releases to the
“Political Editor” or “News Editor.” It is even better to find out
that person’s name, by calling the newspaper or station. There
are other sources of media lists besides the Yellow Pages,
notably the library. Include the wire services (AP, UPI, etc.), if
their offices are in the territory covered by the release.

Decide what you are going to say, then prioritize your points
in order of importance, and write them, paragraph by
paragraph, in descending order. The important points come
first; the trivial detail comes last.
The Reason: Editors have space requirements, and may need
to cut your story to fit available space. They cut from the
bottom up. Maybe the editor will have room only for your first
two paragraphs; if so, you’ll want to say what you have to say in
that space.

You may wish to use one release for newspaper, and another
for television and radio. You will be writing them as you would
like to have them printed or read, and different media will be
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■ Cultivate local newspapers and stations. They need news,
and are more likely to run your release in its entirety.

Paragraphs should be short, no more than two or three
sentences, and sometimes only one is enough. Involved,
complicated thoughts do not fit easily into news articles.

■ Think of ways to catch the editor’s attention visually. Buy
a rubber stamp and stamp “NEWS” in red ink on the release, or
use color in the letterhead.

Because of the importance of the inverted pyramid, always
tell Who, What, Where, and When in your first paragraph.

■ Preview your ad with the press, especially if it is an attack
ad. If your ad is unique enough, you may get substantial airplay
on newscasts, along with some extra comments by you, the
candidate.

What to Say
The first paragraph covers all the bases, and should be
written as if the entire story could be told — not the details, but
the essentials — even if everything else were cut out.

■ In some of your releases, target issues the press feels
strongly about. By displaying areas of agreement with the local
press, you are more likely to get your other stories covered.

And What Not To Say
A news article is not an editorial, and a news release is not a
vehicle to propagandize as such. Express as much opinion as
you want, but do it between quotation marks.

■ Learn deadlines and don’t try to push past them.

Avoid esoteric terms understandable to no one but another
libertarian (“epistemology,” “neo-Rothbardian”).

■ DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGNING

Back to quotes: Make them up. If you are writing a news
release about your candidate, you don’t have to call him. If you
will be handling releases regularly, make prior arrangements
with the candidate that he will stand behind any quote you
attribute to him.

Direct mail is an important means for getting inside the
homes of large numbers of voters — certainly more homes than
you or your volunteers are likely to visit. Even if you have the
money to mail to every voter in your district, you should not.
Your piece of mail may be the last straw to convince a marginal
supporter of your opponent to go out to vote against you. You
will need to decide who will receive your message, based on
your targeting of who is most persuadable.

Photos and Tapes
Use them, if they relate to the story and are good quality.
Include them with the release to newspapers. For television, use
slides or film clips if you can get them, as well as photos. For
radio stations, provide cassette tapes of the speaker for use on
the air. These should be very brief.

Once again . . . go back to your voting analysis. On the basis
of that, select the precincts or groups which have indicated
libertarian tendencies, or have some receptivity to some part of
your message. You should mail to those precincts, as many of
them as you can afford.

Announcements

You can obtain voter indexes (lists of registered voters with
their addresses) from the Election Department, or from a list
broker. Generally, a broker will have a much more “enhanced”
list with more information about the voter. They will cost
money. You can specify the precincts you need.

An Advance Announcement is used to notify the media of an
upcoming event. Confine these to the bare details. After the
announcement goes out, call the individual recipients, make
sure they have received it, and invite them to attend.

Helpful Hints
What To Mail

■ Hand deliver your press releases to the appropriate
person. As with everything else in politics, personal contact is
crucial. If you have a major story, you may wish to meet a
friendly reporter over breakfast to discuss it in detail. Be sure
to make at least one personal call on every news entity in the
district as early in the campaign as possible.. It will help you to
get your stories printed, and will also be helpful when it is time
to seek their endorsement later in the campaign.

You have three basic choices: 1) An envelope with a letter
and brochure enclosed; 2) a post card; 3) a “self-mailing”
brochure.
“Self-mailing” means no envelope; there is a space for an
address and stamp on the brochure itself.
Any of the three choices is fine. The least expensive is the
self-mailing brochure, if you have designed your basic brochure
to include a blank panel on the back for mailing purposes, or
with a blank panel except bulk mail indicia. This way, you can
use the brochures both to hand out and to mail.

■ Follow up your news releases with personal phone calls.
Reporters and editors will come to know you, and may even call
you for commentary because they know you’re around. Always
treat them as people; they’ll appreciate it.

Special post cards are also effective. The front can be a
photograph, or a particularly compelling, brief message. The

■ Make sure all grammar and spelling are correct.
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back can include a short bibliography and statement of
position.

campaign, third class will save you money, assuming you mail
in quantities of 200 or more, as required by the post office.

Mailing a letter-and-brochure inside an envelope can be
especially effective if the letter is addressed by hand, with first
class postage. The letter can be a well-written statement of
positions and qualifications, and a request for a vote.

Note Carefully: If you mail bulk rate, there are several rather
idiotic rules to follow which were conceived by the post office.
The least idiotic is the requirement that your mailing be
separated by zipcode sections, and that each section be zipcode
sequenced.

Mechanics Of Mass Mailings
If the above paragraph is meaningless to you, and you don’t
plan to use a professional direct mail operation, call the main
branch of the post office and arrange to have a cordial,
informative meeting with someone in the Bulk Mail Division
who knows what he’s talking about. (Such people are not easy
to locate.)

The actual mechanics of mass mailing depend on the
quantity, your budget, and the availability of resources such as
time and volunteers.
When calculating the number of pieces you will be mailing,
figure on the basis of households, not registered voters.
Generally, the number of households is roughly 60% of the
number of registrants in a given area. So, if you want to mail to
ten precincts with a total of 3,000 registered voters, you will
send about 1,800 pieces of mail.

Post offices differ enormously in the manner in which they
treat bulk mail. Some are careful and prompt; some are sloppy
and lazy. Some make you follow each rule to the letter; some
don’t care. It always helps to establish a cordial, personal
relationship with the Bulk Mail Division.

Obviously, volunteer labor for addressing, stuffing, sealing,
stamping, etc., won’t cost you more than beer and cookies.
Equally obviously, you can’t expect a handful of volunteers to
send out 20,000 pieces of mail in one night, although a group
of eight or ten can get 3000-4000 pieces out in a few hours if
sufficiently motivated.

Never mail third class unless you are sure you know exactly
what you’re doing. It’s worth it to find out.

Time
The best time to use direct mail is the few days before the
election. Unfortunately, every other candidate will also be
mailing at that time. This tends to clog up the mail service.

If you have few volunteers, or a large volume of mail,
contract with a direct mail company to handle it for you,
especially if you are using third class bulk mail postage. For a
reasonable fee, direct mail houses will do everything. You need
to supply address labels, taken from a computerized list of
voters which exist in most counties.

Make sure your mail goes out in time to reach the voters
before Election Day, not after — but not too much before. This
gets tricky with third class mail especially. But the weekend
before Election Day is still far and away the best time.

If you are dealing with labels, bulk mail, and large numbers,
call around and locate a direct mail operation that is familiar
with political mailings. They will tell you what you need to
know.

Be prepared, then, to “sweat out” your mailing for a few
days after it is mailed, until you know for sure that it hit at the
right time.

Third Class Bulk Mail
For large quantities, third class bulk mail is far cheaper than
first class. However, mail with a first class stamp on it is more
likely to be taken seriously than a letter with a bulk rate
“indicia” (an indicia is the little box in lieu of the stamp).
The difference in effectiveness between first class and third
class, aside from the time it takes to deliver, is greatest with
mail in envelopes; it is much less with postcards and selfmailers. The difference can be further minimized with the use of
a “live” third class stamp (not an indicia), which should be
available in large quantities from the post office. Therefore,
unless time absolutely does not permit, use bulk rate for large
quantities.
A bulk rate permit will cost a fee, but the “break even” point
for mailing costs between first class and third class is very low.
If you plan to mail more than 1000 pieces during your
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■ CAMPAIGN MATERIALS

solid color, like deep blue, but reducing the tone in certain
areas of the brochure. The same color then appears to be two
or three different colors. Using a screen is more expensive than
using one color, but less expensive than using two.

The Candidate’s Brochure is the backbone of your publicity
effort. Therefore, it must be versatile and calculated to reach
the lowest common denominator, simple and striking.

Some colors reproduce well, which is why you see them all
the time. Blue is generally the best. Getting into pastels and
light browns is great if it works, but disaster if it doesn’t, so be
very careful.

It is not a position paper, or a Statement of Principles, or a
condensation of the LP platform. If you feel you need these,
fine. But don’t include them in the Candidate’s Brochure.
Again, stress the message of your two or three main issues.

Also, try a “reverse.” This is the technique of printing white
(or whatever the color of your paper is) letters on a dark
background. This also creates the illusion of more than one
color.

By “brochure” we mean whatever type of printed campaign
literature you decide to produce. It is not so important whether
your piece is an 8.5x11 tri-fold or a 3x8 card, or something else.
It is critical though, that it be well done.

To repeat, white space is precious. Margins can be used to
frame islands of print. They should not be used for cramming in
afterthought, diagrams, or symbols.

Many brochures can be “self-mailers,” that is, the back panel
has enough space for a stamp and address, so that it can be
dropped into the mail. Make allowances for this when you
design your brochure, if you are planning to do any mass mail.

You can create imaginary “frames” around specific
paragraphs in your brochure not only with white space, but
also with “boxes” (lines around a paragraph), and the use of a
reverse print or a screen to highlight specific items. Some
words or paragraphs can be printed in bold or italic type, to set
them off further.

Appearance
Your brochure should be laid out so that your message will
come through even if the copy is not read. There should be a
“grabber” headline, and headlines for each section of copy.
Write it to be scanned; that is all most voters will do. Repetition
is important even within the brochure. Use the “military
instruction” method of:

Nothing turns a reader off faster than to be confronted with
a wall of small print, called “gray area.” Psychologically, gray
areas are death. They say, “Don’t read me.” The voter won’t
read your brochure unless he wants to, so give him every
incentive.

1. Tell them what you are going to tell them.
2. Then tell them your message.

Photos

3. Then tell them what you told them.

Use them. They create interest, and allow the voter to
picture you as a member of the human race. Posed shots are
OK if you look natural. Candid shots are always good, especially
if they relate to a specific point in your brochure. The best
photos are action shots which relate to the theme.

Have the typesetting and layout — in fact, the whole design
— done professionally. Voters do not respond to material that
looks as if it were designed and pasted together on the kitchen
table, because it looks as if “you don’t have a chance,” even if
they agree with you.

Quality counts for photos, too. If you don’t have a good
camera, borrow one, plus a photographer who knows what he’s
doing. Always use black-and white film, and never use Polaroid
or instamatic cameras.

People know that it takes a lot of money to run a campaign,
so anything you put out should look fairly expensive, whether it
is or not. Actually, the price of a professionally-done brochure is
only slightly higher, per unit, than a cheap, mimeograph sheet,
when dealing in significant quantities. But the added legitimacy
of professional work heightens the willingness to listen to your
message many times over.

The Message
Tell the voter who you are, in pictures and in words; your
background, your qualification, and your political party.

This means selecting a paper that feels nice, having lots of
white space around your printing, using good quality
photographs, and choosing a pleasant typeface. It also means, if
you can possibly afford it, using two colors or even three,
instead of just one.

Stress the two or three most important issues in your
campaign, and hit them hard — explain the problem and the
libertarian solution. It is usually a bad idea to go after your
opponents in your brochure, unless you can cite chapter and
verse and their offenses are truly horrible. If you do take this
approach, set the relevant paragraphs apart in some way.

In general, bright colors and color combinations are
preferable to the more subtle and esthetically pleasing. You can,
however, make effective use of the “screen,” that is, using a

You are the candidate. The Libertarian Party is not. Neither
is John Galt. So, unless your name happens to be John Galt,
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don’t tell the voters who he is. Tell them who you are, and
relate your specific solutions to their specific problems.

Signs can be either an important and integral part of your
campaign or a complete waste of money. Too often signs are
ordered in the last few weeks of a campaign. Some get put up
on telephone polls, on public rights of way, and in other
obnoxious places. Then the rest go into the trash a few days
after the election.

Staying in Control
Despite the overriding necessity of having your literature
done professionally, this does not mean that its design and
production are beyond your control. To the contrary, you can
control it every step of the way, so that it looks and reads the
way you want it.

However, in a campaign where there is aggressive door to
door work and telephone canvassing, signs can play a very
important role. It is when signs are placed in the yard of a
supporting voter, or in the window of a supporting business,
that they create favorable name ID. This is a good reason for
the candidate to do much of his early campaign walks along
busy streets, talking to shop-owners and home-owners alike in
those places where a sign will have the most visibility.

When dealing with an artist (the graphics or layout person),
prepare a rough sketch of what you have in mind. It doesn’t
matter how rough it is, the artist will be able to follow it and
ask you questions on details. Artists appreciate this greatly;
they hate to be given only a vague verbal notion of what is
required, and then get yelled at when their product doesn’t
correspond to the client’s ideas.

Readability from a distance is the most important factor in
sign design. Large block letters in a reverse print give the
greatest visibility. White on blue is best, followed by white on red.

Think about what you want to say on each panel of the
brochure. Suggest the placement of each item on each panel.
Suggest the color scheme. Give the artist all the information
you can.

Legal Problems
Some municipalities have ordinances which prohibit the
posting of signs in most areas within city limits. These
ordinances are unconstitutional, but don’t waste time and
resources challenging the law. Forget it, and put your energy
into other things besides signs.

When it comes to actually writing copy, determine in
advance how many words you can afford to write in each panel,
and write to that limit. You can get a precise measure by
finding someone else’s brochure that has a design and typeface
you find attractive, and literally count the number of words in a
panel or paragraph. If it’s 200, then you know whatever you
want for the corresponding panel of your brochure can’t go
beyond 200 words. There’s only one thing worse than having to
cut copy after the brochure is designed, and that’s to decide not
to cut overlong copy and to cram it all in there anyway.

Professional Services
There are people who will design, produce, put up, and take
down signs for you professionally. These companies are not
cheap, but they are quite good. They will also often bear the
burden of challenging local anti-sign ordinances on
constitutional grounds. Let them worry about it.

Before You Go To Press . . .

Hiring such an outfit is fine if you have a big district and
enough money. A statewide candidate, for example, may well
need this service. But a local campaign should be able to get by
with volunteers.

Make absolutely sure there are no spelling, grammatical, or
typographic errors, and the copy is laid out straight on the
page, and photos are cropped properly with no wavy edges. Ask
the printer for a proof before the final brochure is run.

Billboards
Since every word counts, every word that is garbled will take
away points in the mind of the voter, who expects you to be
perfect. So be perfect, at least where the brochure is concerned.

Most billboards are outrageously expensive. If you use them,
make sure they are worth it in terms of location, visibility, and
message.
Location: Never rent billboard space without having driven
by the location from as many angles as possible. Freeway
locations are the best, followed by major city streets, preferably
near stoplights. Not all billboard locations are necessarily good,
so know what you’re getting.

■ SIGNS, BUTTONS, AND
■ STICKERS
The primary purpose of signs and billboards is to establish
name identification for the candidate. They also contribute to
the legitimacy of your campaign.

Visibility: Use big letters and highly-contrasting colors in
keeping with your campaign theme. A billboard will not be
esthetically pleasing; if yours is, you may have done something
wrong.

They are very poor vehicles for communicating more than
your name, your party, the office you seek, and possibly a brief,
meaningful slogan.
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Message: Keep it simple. No one stops his car in the middle
of a freeway to read a billboard. “Elect Smith, A Libertarian For
Assembly” would do just fine. A photo is OK, but not necessary.

Soundtruck and Caravans
Rigging a speaker system to your car and driving around
town asking for votes is an old-time political gimmick that is
probably still used in some places. To say the least, it borders
on the obnoxious.

Determine in advance whether or not your billboard will be lit
up at night with floodlamps. If not, think twice before using it.

Caravans are all right, though. The typical caravan will have
ten or twelve cars plastered with crepe paper and signs, driving
around main streets on a Saturday or Sunday. There is nothing
wrong with this unless the drivers give into the temptation to
honk their horns every two feet, which gets old very quickly.

Bumper Stickers And Buttons
One of the first things many candidates do is to buy large
quantities of bumper stickers and buttons. From a cold, hard,
practical viewpoint, this is a mistake. People don’t wear buttons
except in crowds of people who are wearing the same button,
and there are enough unused bumper stickers lying around to
ensure a supply of paper for the next twenty years.

These can be a real plus, but be extremely careful: It’s easy
for the event to overshadow the message and the essential
seriousness of the campaign.

They are, however, great for morale among the small group
of hard core supporters. So, buy a few.

If you have a special event, make sure you barrage the
media with notices, and that a sizable audience will be there.

Give-Aways
Never predict the size of an audience, especially to the
media. If you do predict, aim low. If you predict 500 people, and
50 show up, this will get reported.

Promotional items such as pencils, pens, rulers, cups,
glasses, napkins, etc. with your name embossed on them are
cute, but that’s about all. If someone donates them, fine. Try to
sell them, or give them away as prizes at a fundraising event.
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ORGANIZING A PETITION DRIVE

B

efore a single signature is collected, those responsible
for a petition drive should have the answers to the
following questions:

Quantify
Assume a state with a requirement of 10,000 valid
signatures, or approximately 15,000 total signatures. You have
120 days in which to collect the signatures.

1. How many valid signatures are required (exact number)?

If you collect 125 signatures per day, you’ll meet the
requirement (120 x 125 = 15,000).

2. How many total signatures are required (approximate
number)?

If 50 people collected 300 signatures apiece, or 2.5
signatures per day for 120 days, you’ll meet your requirement
(2.5 x 120 x 50 = 15,000).

3. What date does petitioning start?
4. What date and time does petitioning end?
5. What information is required to be on the petition?

If 100 people collected — well, you get the idea. The point is:
to quantify. Break everything — time, money, signatures — into
manageable units, and get about getting the job done, unit by
unit.

6. Who is responsible for printing the petitions?
7. Who is permitted to circulate petitions?

Get pledges from volunteers to collect a specific number of
signatures. Ask each person to make a commitment for an
actual number, whether it’s 10 or 1,000. Ask them to collect
one or two or five signatures per day for every day of the
petitioning period. Ask them anything. but get a firm
commitment for a specific number.

8. Who is permitted to sign petitions?
9. Is there a distribution requirement (so many signatures
per county or district)?
10. Is there a requirement that signatures must be
segregated by counties or other geographical divisions?

Add up your numbers. For this example, assume they add up
to 8,000 signatures. That’s not enough.

11. Where should the signatures be submitted?
12. Must the signatures be notarized?

You’ll probably need to pay people to collect signatures to
make up the volunteer shortfall, so you need to raise enough
money to cover 7,000 signatures. The average rate is 50 cents
per signature, so you need $3,500.00.

13. What other screwy requirements are there?
Now that you know the answers to these questions, you
should map out the petition drive and divide the basic elements
— time, money and signatures — into manageable units.

Go back to your LP members — especially the ones who
refused to commit to a number of signatures -~ and ask then for
specific dollar commitments.
Explain that $100.00 is as good as 100 signatures, and ask
them to “buy” 200 (or 400, or 800) signatures. If 35 people
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Your classified ad can read: “Petitioners needed to collect
signatures for political party. $50-$100 or more per day
possible,” and include a name and phone number.

agree to contribute $100.00 each (or some other formula),
you’ve raised your $3,500.00.
Once again: ALWAYS QUANTIFY. Don’t just say, “We need
15,000 signatures,” and leave it at that. Say, “If every one of
our 100 members collects 150 signatures or contributes
$100.00, we’ll achieve our goal of 15.000 signatures.”

Screen the calls for people who are underage, non-citizens,
or obviously inappropriate for the job. Many of the people who
say they will come in for training won’t; keep your ad in the
paper as long as you can afford to.

The reason is this: If you give a person a reasonable,
achievable goal and that person knows that other people like
him are committing to the same goal, he’ll be motivated to
achieve it, too.

During the Petition Drive
As Coordinator of the Petition Drive, you’ve taken on the
responsibility for:

Of course, some of your members will refuse to collect
signatures or to send money. You’ll need to ask some of your
reliable activists to “double up” on their pledges. Many of them
will do it anyway, without being asked.

1. Knowing and complying with all legal requirements;
2. Establishing a “game plan” and sticking to it;
3. Recruiting volunteer petitioners;

If, after you’ve asked everyone in sight for a pledge of
signatures or money, your numbers still don’t add up to your
goal, go ahead with the petition drive anyway. Many people will
wait until you’re really desperate, and then they’ll respond. The
real key is to get as much committed ahead of time as possible.

4. Raising money;
5. Supervising the paid petitioners.
There’s one more thing, and it’s the most important: keeping
track of the signatures.

If you can account for 25% of your goal in pledges before
the drive starts, you’ll probably make it.

“Phantom” signatures are, unfortunately, the rule rather
than the exception during petition drives. Phantom signatures
are the ones you think you have, but don’t.

Dealing with Paid Petitioners
Ideally, you’ll be able to find LP members who are willing to
collect signatures for pay. If they are good petitioners, two or
three of them can clean up a large percentage of your
requirement over the length of the petitioning period. Try to
get them to commit to a certain number of signatures per week,
and check on them frequently.

For example, you appoint three county coordinators, A, B,
and C. They’re supposed to collect the completed petitions from
the petitioners who are working in their respective counties.
When you call them up for a status report, A says he has
1,000 signatures. B reports 1,900 signatures, and C tells you he
has 900.

If you can’t find LP members, or don’t have enough of them,
you have no choice but to “go public” and advertise for
petitioners. Occasionally, you’ll find people who have done it
before for pay. Usually, the people who answer your ad will be
novices whose primary interest is in making some quick money.
A very high percentage of them will be either totally unreliable
or no good at petitioning, although surprisingly few will be
downright dishonest. If twenty people answer your ads, figure
five at the most to be worth a significant number of signatures.
Emphasize that a good petitioner can make good money — $50
per day for 100 signatures, $100 per day for 200.

Great, you’ve got 3,000 signatures! Except that A was
relying on the word of his “ace” petitioner who told him he had
250 signatures when he didn’t have any. B, on the other hand,
could verify 1,000 of his signatures, but he was also counting
the 900 that C gathered, since he didn’t understand that he was
only supposed to report the signatures from his county, not C’s.
Suddenly, you have 750 phantom signatures — one quarter
of the total you thought you had.
The point is obvious: Don’t count any signatures unless you
yourself have actually seen them. If geography makes this
impossible, appoint one person in each location whom you can
trust not to report signatures which he or she hasn’t actually
seen.

Treat your paid petitioners as you would treat valued
employees. Make them feel wanted and needed. Be courteous
and friendly, but not a pushover. Set specific, reasonable goals,
and praise them for meeting them. Offer incentives if necessary.
Check on their progress on a regular basis. Throw a party for
them occasionally, where they can meet other petitioners and
exchange ideas and techniques. Suggest good places to petition.

There should never be more than two levels in the
hierarchy; you, and a regional coordinator, if necessary. Don’t
permit the regional coordinators to rely on the word of anyone
else. And don’t accept signature counts based on anything
other than what they have in hand at that moment.

Pay them regularly and often, and set up definite paydays in
advance for everybody, no exceptions.
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Maintaining a policy of keeping a “conservative count” is
absolutely crucial, even though it may call for you to be a sonof-a-bitch. Many ballot drives have failed precisely because
sloppy signature counting showed more than there actually
were. People tend to be optimistic; they want to believe other
people, and they want the petition drive to succeed. So they
tend to round up to the nearest thousand, or estimate the
number of signatures they think are “out there,” and then
report these numbers as hard facts.

petitioners are shy and inexperienced, and feel much more
comfortable approaching people in their homes rather than on
the street.

In fact, there will be a “float,” that is, a certain number of
signatures which actually do exist but which no one has ever
seen. Since you don’t know how many there are, don’t count
them. Let them be a pleasant surprise when they come in at the
last moment.

Depending on local election laws and the size of the
precinct and it’s turnout, polling places can be excellent places
to petition on primary day. Everyone who comes there is
registered.

Little league and school ball games can be great places to
get a batch of sigs quickly — the people are sitting down and
can’t run away from your pitch quite so easily. Events where
people are milling around rather than rushing in or out work
best.

The best way to ensure a “float,” and therefore a pleasant
surprise, is to mail a petition to every LP member or
sympathizer on your list, whether or not he has agreed to
collect signatures, or even if you’ve never spoken to him. The
signatures will start drifting in — one here, twenty there — when
you need them most. But don’t count them until you see them.

Where To Petition
The standard method of petitioning is to stand in some
public place and ask everyone who passes by to sign the
petition.
The alternate method is to obtain a list of registered voters,
with their addresses for each precinct or area, and then go
door-to-door asking for signatures.
“Public” petitioning is generally much faster. A good public
petitioner who gets 150 signatures per day will do much better
than a door-to-door petitioner, even if one-third to one-half of
his signatures turn out to be no good.
The door-to-door petitioner should have a very high validity
rate, however, since he already knows who is registered to vote
and who isn’t. And door to door is also much better as a
campaigning tactic. But he probably won’t get more than 50
signatures per day.
Public petitioning is recommended when the petition drive is
to qualify a candidate or party statewide or in a large area,
when many of your petitioners are experienced or are
comfortable with public petitioning, or when you don’t have the
resources to organize a door-to-door drive properly.
In addition, there are some states which do not check your
signatures for validity unless they are specifically challenged; in
these states, there’s little point in trying for a high validity rate
by going door-to-door, since it takes longer.
Door-to-door petitioning works best when the petition drive
is to qualify a candidate in a small district, when you’re
circulating two or more petitions at the same tine, when you
have the resources to organize the drive properly, or when your
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■ INSTRUCTIONS FOR
■ VOLUNTEERS SEEKING
■ SIGNATURES

12. For some reason, petitioners consistently report that
black females will sign more often than other ethnic groups.
13. One good “closer” for people who are hesitant to sign is
to tell them that they are not really supporting the candidate or
his ideas, just his right to be on the ballot. You may often have
to say this twice to get people to the point of signing.

1. If you are collecting signatures at a supermarket or
shopping center where advanced permission has been granted,
find the manager or supervisor in charge of the establishment
and introduce yourself. Be sure and thank them.

14. Offer people the clipboard as you are talking to them —
try to get it into their hand.
15. If you get one person to sign, stop someone else and
give them the pitch while the first person is signing. Group
psychology makes it much easier to get a signature if the
person sees someone else in the act of signing.

2. Try to approach people on their way in to the store. Ask
them to sign before their arms are full of packages.
3. Be friendly, polite and positive.
4. If a person’s reaction is definitely negative, leave them
alone. Always remain polite!

Some petitioners have reported good luck using a short
cover sheet which covers up just the top of the petition sheet. It
includes a picture of the candidate and a short, simple (not
“legalese”) explanation of why the candidate needs signatures.

5. Stay out of political discussions. You are out to collect
signatures, not to convert people to Libertarianism. For those
people who are truly interested, give them a brochure and take
their name and address. Offer to put them on the LP mailing
list or contact them at a future time to discuss the issues, party,
or candidate.
6. Keep talking until you have asked them to sign the
petition. Many people assume that you are involved in a
registration drive, not a ballot drive.
7. SMILE AND BE ENTHUSIASTIC. It’s catching!
8. You should be able to collect 20 signatures an hour. If
you’re not, consider changing locations or ask another
volunteer to listen to you and make suggestions.
9. Be as clean and neat as possible.
I0. IMPORTANT! After a person has signed, check the
petition and make sure it is properly filled out before the
person leaves.
11. Try to approach groups of two to four people. Larger
groups are harder to convince. It is usually easier to get
younger people to sign than older people. If you have a choice,
go to the younger person.
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CANDIDATE RESOURCE GUIDE
The Libertarian Victory Fund (LVF) is a political action
committee designed to target, train, and support quality
Libertarian campaigns for winnable local office. Founded
by Chris Azzaro of Las Vegas, Nevada, the main goal of
the Libertarian Victory Fund is to target the most
winnable Libertarian campaigns in the country, and
provide enough extra support to boost them to victory.
This is done through direct contributions, and
independent expenditures on behalf of the campaigns.
The LVF also provides all-expenses-paid scholarships to
some of the best professional campaign training schools
in the country, and has published a free 15-page guide to
running effective campaigns for local office. Visit:
www.LibertarianVictoryFund.com.

TRAINING AND CONSULTANTS
Libertarian National Committee, Inc.
“Campaign 1998 - 2000”
Ron Crickenberger
2600 Virginia Avenue, NW, Suite 100
Phone: 202-333-0008 Ext. 227
E-Mail: RonCrickenberger@hq.LP.org
LP candidates may call at any time for free consultations.
Campaigns & Elections, a magazine for political professionals.
Excellent investment for each state party. Campaigns &
Elections, Inc. 1835 K Street NW, #403 Washington DC
10006 202-638-7788. Campaigns & Elections also sells:
“Filling your war chest; How to raise money for political
campaigns.” Contains tips, techniques and strategies
involving political fundraising. $15. On The Campaign
Trail: Campaign computer simulation that lets you run
for a senate seat/ $19.95 for 5-1/4” disc and $21.95 for a
3 1/2” disc. The Political Pages, Campaigns & Elections
1996-97 Annual Guide and Directory to Political
Campaign Consultants, Product Service Vendors and
Suppliers. $15.00. Especially recommended: The Road to
Victory, a 60-page compilation of the best of the
magazine’s previously published essays, $44.95. Many
audio training tapes also available. 1-800-888-5767.

The Graduate School of Political Management, offers a
masters degree in political management. Academic Center
#T-409 801 22nd St. NW, Washington, DC 20052
Campaign Consultants, political consulting with Jerry Russell.
70% winning record over more than 200 campaigns.
Serious inquiries only: 501-225-3996
Grass Roots Campaigning, an excellent newsletter containing
campaigning tidbits. For a free sample issue, write: GRC/
C Box 7281 Little Rock AR 72217.

Political Publishing Company, a source for manuals, campaign
software & computer systems, signs and seminars.
Company owner Sal Guzzetta has presented training
seminars at the ’93 and ’96 Libertarian National
Conventions. For a current catalog: 6407 May Blvd.,
Alexandria, VA 22310. Phone: 703-924-6612.

RESEARCH, ISSUES, INFORMATION SOURCES
The Federal Election Commission, 999 E Street, NW
Washington DC 20463. Phone: 800-424-9530
Cato Institute, public policy research foundation; publishes
Cato Journal, books, monographs and policy analysis
material; conducts seminars, conferences and symposia.
1000 Massachusetts Avenue NW Washington, DC 20001.
Phone: 202-842-0200 • Visit: www.Cato.org

Advocates for Self-Government has numerous excellent tapes
on improving communication skills and presenting
libertarian ideas in an effective, non-confrontational
manner. Recommended: “Campaigning for Outreach,”
“The Essence of Political Persuasion,” and “The Liberty
Communicator Course.” Advocates for Self-Government,
5 South Public Square, Suite 304, Cartersville, GA 30120
• Phone: 800-932-1776 • Visit: www.self-gov.org

Heartland Institute, a free-market oriented, non-profit public
policy research organization. Provides Policy Fax, a faxon-demand information service with over 4,000 policy
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papers available for immediate use. Call Michelle Jones at
847-202-3060 to arrange for an account. Also publishes
Intellectual Ammunition, a bimonthly policy magazine,
School Reform News, and Environmental News. Their
WWW site also has many papers available for immediate
download: www.heartland.org.

The Rise of Political Consultants, by Larry J. Sabato. A mustread if you plan on hiring professionals for your
campaign. Lots of good information on specific
techniques of campaign technology. Published by Basic
Books, Inc., from your local bookseller.
Rules For Radicals, by Saul Alinsky. Excellent, entertaining
book on general political organizing. Alinsky was a labor
organizer in the thirties and forties. Vintage Books, from
your local bookstore.

State Legislators Magazine, a good source material for state
house candidates. Available from National Conference of
State Legislators 1560 Broadway, Suite 700 Denver CO
80202 800-468-4036 ext 593
Lexis/Nexis, on-line data base services for opposition research.
1-800-227-4908.

How to Win A Local Election, by Judge Lawrence Grey. Good
recently published book that touches all the bases of the
basics. Available at your local bookstore.

The International Society for Individual Liberty, publishes
numerous position pamphlets from a Libertarian
perspective, and will use your imprint if you order in
sufficient quantities. 1800 Market St. San Francisco, CA
94102. Phone: 415-864-0952.

CAMPAIGN SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS
Aristotle Industries, sells voter files on compact disc, diskette
or paper copy. Includes phone numbers and demographic
info. Order from 1 precinct to a full state. Aristotle also
sells campaign management software. 205 Pennsylvania
Ave. Washington DC 20003 1-800-243-4401

CAMPAIGNING BOOKS AND MANUALS
Campaigning to Win, published by the National Women’s
Political Caucus. Excellent, all-inclusive manual on
campaigns. Very readable, with good charts and
checklists. Highly recommended, $35.00, available only
from the NWPC at 1211 Connecticut Ave., DC 20036.
202-785-1100

Campaign Graphics. Yardsigns, posters, shirts, hats, etc. 436
S.W. 15th Street, Ocala, FL 34474. 1-800-882-9444
Technical Publishing Services, has the master of “The World’s
Smallest Political Quiz” and will customize for
candidates. Doug Hoiles, 10047 E. Acampo Rd., Acampo,
CA 95220 209-369-1780

How to Win Your First Election, by Susan Guber. This
handbook has very good sections on precinct walking
and personal contact. From the Pickering Press, at your
local bookstore.

Votes Unlimited, the largest supplier in the U.S. of campaign
products. For a free 64-page catalog: 60 State Rd.
Ferndale NY 12734 1-800-431-1275

Take Back Your Government, by Robert A. Heinlein. A
practical handbook for the private citizen who wants
democracy to work. Timeless advice on political activism,
written in the 40s by the dean of science fiction.
Published by Baen books from your local bookstore.

Horn Badge Company. Signs, buttons, stickers, and more. Free
catalog from 1-800-488-0840
Badge-A-Minute, sells button-making kits starting at $29.95.
Perfect for state parties or groups of candidates who
need only a few dozen buttons each. 1-800-223-4103 for
catalog.

Winning Elections: A handbook in participatory politics, by
Dick Simpson. This is an excellent book on precinct level
organization. Simpson was an organizer for independent
Democrats who went up against Mayor Daley and the
“Chicago machine.” Shows the intense degree of detail
and person-to-person work necessary to win elections
when there is no pre-existing base of party support.
Swallow Press, from your bookstore.

Video Tape Library, stock footage for TV ads. 1509 N. Crescent
Heights Blvd. Suite 2 Los Angeles, CA 90046 213-6564330
Landmark Signs, corrugated “Coroplast” signs. Much more
durable than posters. 1-800-844-3717
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■ NOTES
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There are many ways to win elections.
❝ TV, door to door, radio, or direct mail can all be the “best way”
— it depends on the variables of individual campaigns. What is
important is to do whatever you do professionally. Do one
thing well, not three things half-way. One good ad repeated three
times is much more effective than three mediocre ones seen once.
There are constants to winning campaigns — they develop a base
of support and organization early, they target persuadable
voters, they deliver the right message to the persuadables
several times, they identify their supporters and get them to
the polls. And for Libertarians they must include an enormous
amount of personal contact with the voters. The campaign’s time
should be spent in finding those people who are already in
substantial agreement, and convincing them to vote for you, not
in trying to change the minds of those who are far on the other
side of the fence. ❞
From the Introduction by Ron Crickenberger
Libertarian Party Political Director
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